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Chief Executive of Illinois
Opens Campaign For Renomi
nation, Where he Fired First
Gun of. His Battle Four
Years Ago.
POSITION ON PRIMARY LAW
Metropolis, Ill., Dec. 3. (Special.)
—Between 40t) and 50e peoPle
crowded the Massac county court
room this morning to hear Governor
Charles S. Deneen open his cam
paign for renomination. This town
was the scene of his opening (our
years ago, and the governor is vote
ular with the people here. He was
greeted enthusiastically.
Governor Deneen's speed' was a
resume of his administration, and he
reported in detail to his people his
conduct of public affairs. His es-
pecial pride was theimanagement of
state institutions, which he deolared
have been taken out of politico and
placed on a civil service basis.
Veith reference to the present ses-
sion of the legislature, he said,
welle he is sincerely in earnest about
a popular primary, it was not the
duty of the executive to siweek•ally
outline the work of the legislature
He desires e good general primary.
He has recommended action along
that line to the legislature, which he
called in special session for the Ple
wee of enacting a law, and if tis
legislature does not pass one, it is
up to the people to place the blame
wbere it belongs. He said he is
sure the people of Minces want
primary law, and if the legislature
does not give them one, mane of the
members will never return to their
seats.
He argued in favor of the Chicago
drainage canal extension, and said
the motor power privileges along its
course from Chicago to the Missis-
sippi will pay for Its construction,
leaving the great commerefal bene-
fits wholly free.
He said he had favored a charter
for Chicago. but It was defeated and
he believes it will be a long erne be-
fore Chicago is granted a new char-
ter. He mentioned Roosevelt as be-
ing a great president. but let national
limes and the senatorial fight alone,
confining himself to a defense of his
own edministration.
FISCAL COURT CONVENES
IN REGULAR ORDER TODAY.
The fiscal court met in regular
monthly session this afternoon and a
barge number of claims and bele were
allowed besides the regular salaries
of the county officers. The keeper
of the county sanitarium was instruct
ed not to receive any patients at the
• • institution without an order from





TO REPORT TO MIKADO.
Wasbington, Dec. 3.—The Japen-
ese embieeedor. Viscount Aoki, will
leave shortie for Japan to make a
personal report of his work to the
mikado. The rumor that. Aoki has
been recalled is denied.
May Not Raise Burley.
Frankfort Ky., Dec. 3. (Special.)
--Tobacco growers In session here
adopted a resolution requesting trust
• buyers to withdraw. Independents
and board of control of the Ameri-
can Solely of Equity indorse the
position not to raise any burley in
190e.
WHAT KANSAS HAS DONE
TO ADD TO lettleiPF.RITY.
Topeka. Dee. 3.—Secretary of the
Agrteuitural, Board Coburn's bulletin
estimates the oorn, yield in. Kansas at
146,288.326 obusbeis. The total pro-




New faces Witt aopear in the school
board jonight. J. K. Boaditarant (suc-
ceeds; President J. E. Potter, of the
Second ward: Dr. C. G. Warner In
the Fourth ward, suer eeds C. et
Kelly, who in turn succeeds P. J.
Beckenbach. J. C. Farley also takes
his seat front Use Sixth ward. Vice-
President C. G. Kellv will call the
meeting to order tonight, letter which
the board may elect a president until
Jenvary 1, when the new betairde will
be organized.
Grain Market.
St. Louis, Dee. 3 --Wheat,
en, 61; oats, 491e.
\
MRS. BRADLEY GOES ACQUIT
ON CHARGE OF KILLING SEN.
BROWN IN WASHINGTON HOTEL
Jury Took Two Votes and Brought
in Verdict as Soon as 'Court Con-
vened This Morning.
Washington, Dec. 3.—After being
out all night, the jury in the case of
Mrs. Anne Bradley, charged with the
murder of Senator Brown, of Utah,
brought in a verdict of acquittal.
The jury- went out at 4:25 o'clock
last evening and came in this morn-
ing at 10:07 o'clock.
Two ballots were taken. The first
one was 11 to 1 for acquittal and the
last one was voted about midnight.
The jury returned as soon as court
was opened. Julius A. Prieg, a book-
keeper, the eldest member of the
jury. voted against acquittal on the
first ballot. Cheers greeted the ver-
dict, women being enthusiastic. Mrs.
Bradley left the court room in, an
automobile to go to the home of a
friend. Mrs.. Bradley had beet.
Brown's mistress during the life of
his first wife, and they had two chil-
dren. Afterward. (he claimed, be
promised to marry her. He was en-




New York, Dec. 3.—The strange
story of a great monopoly competing
within itself was told by viee-Presi-
dent Percival M. 111l, of the Ameri-
can Toleacto company, at the federal
investigation, of the Tobacco tinge to-
day. As-con:king to Mr. MIL, the
American Tobacco company has never
acquireci a single independent tobacco
concern in order to stifle competition.
"Competition is the Life of trade.'
be observed with fine imevettes "We
bought all the outside concerns be-
cause we saw that we could run, them
at a greater profit."
Something like an incremest of 20
Per cent in profits he's resulted from
this wise .move accordieg to Sir. Hill.
The trust's alleged jm- In unalloyed
competition received a Httle setback
later. however. when Chief Counse,
Reynolds for the government brought
Mr. Hill to admit that it coat the
American Tobacco company $90,853
to run the Queen City company so far
out of business that it was glad to
"come into line."
"But we drive Jule as herd bar-
gain* in. our own concerns," went oh
the vice-president, in palliation. "We
control 51 per cent of the stock of
the United Cigar Stores company.
Yet we give them only an allowance
of 5 per cent and a cash discount. ."
He said the American gave allow-
ances to independent jabbers just as
they did to the lesited.
STATE TREASURER FAILS
--
Detroit, Mich., State 'Meese re r
Charles P. Glazier, president of the
Glazier -Sieve compene, the Cbe:sea
Savings bank and the Chelsea Grain
and Produce company, all of Chelsea,
Mice., failed today. His liabilities
are $1.000,000. Of $3,334,000 in the
state treasury, 9600,000 was on de-
posit in the Chelsea bank. The state
..banking examiners will determine if
Glazier used any of the state's funds
to carry on his staggering stove com-
pany and other concerns
THE WEATHER.
C1iC,tJ DIY.
and Mrs. Bradley pursued him to this
city, where she shot him in a hotel.
The defense set up a pies of ,insaney,
to which she was subject, and wh,ick
was augmented by repeated cri•minel




MILL MAN CAUGHT 'PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE SENT
AND CRUSHED BY TO CONGRESS AT NOON TODAY
A FALLING TREE ---TEXT PUBLISHED IN FULL
Isaac Johnson, of Sharp, Sus-
tains Broken Leg, Broken
Ribs and Internal Injuries
in Accident This Morning
Near Sharp.
IS WELL KNOWN IN PADUCAH
Isaac Johneon, a prominent mill
men of Shanpe, Marshall county, was
probably fatally inured this morn-
img by a tree, whlich was being cut by
hands in his employ, talent; on bitn,
tweaking hie leg and several rib, and
it is feared internally injuring him.
Mr. Johnson, was in the river bet-
tent near his mtil superineesieg the
Cutting of timber, when Ow aecident
occurred. A large tree, a Ii h was
being cut down, aaverved ii ts aeurse
arid Mr. Johnson eas struck by theTHROUGH COUNCIL limb*
It is now up to Mayor Yeieer to say
whether or not the Southern Railway
company shall come inece Paducah
by way of Twenty-fifth and Harrison,
Fourth, Madison and Seteend streets
to Broadway. The lower board of
the general council last night paste
ed the frarichile ordlnanc-; as amend-
ed and passed by the aldermen and
It now only requires the mayor's sig-
nature to make it effective.
The next step after signing by the
mayor and presidents of the general
council boards, will be the sale of
the franehise at public outcry.
On the company's part there are
necessary as preliminaries the stir-
sey of the route, estimates of the
cost of construction and the publi-
cation of a prospectus. This part of
the work will be attended to at once,
negotiations now being under way
with an engineering company to
make the survey. It Is the purpose
of the promoters to have the prelim-
inaries completed by the time the
weather opens inehe spring, HO that
construction may proceed without
hindrance.
Conditions of the money market
just now would, delay efforts to float
bonds, but such steins follow the pre-
liminaries in their order, and it is
hoped that by the time the promoters
are ready to enlist foreign capital in
the enterprise, conditions will have
improved to such an extent that the
money will be available.
If their hopes are realized early
spring will see the dirt flying In the
right of way of western Kentucky's
first interurban traction line between
Mayfield and Paducah.
MORRIS HENLEY
Mornis Heeley , the: four-months-
old son of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Henley,
of Little's addition, died last night of
pneumonia. The body was taken to
Harden county this morning. The
funeral was held this afternoon at
2 o'clock.
NEARLY ROASTED
While raking dead leaves and
burning them in a pile In the front
yard of her home at Brosysea Grove.
Graves county, Mee Ella Harrison
the 1S-year-old daughter of Dr. Mack
Harrison, stepped over the blaze and
her skirts caught fire. Before help
could reach her, her clothing was
burned away, her extremities literal-
ly roasted and her breast, arms, face




Frankfort, Ky Dec. 3. (Special.)
—The court of appeals, in reversing
the Mutual Life Insurance company
of New York, vs. Prewett, holds the
Insurance commissioner cannot re
yoke the license on the company
without giving statutory, reasons.
Prewitt revoked the license because
the company discharged Biscoe Hind-
man as general agent. The opinion
of Judge Hobson, decided that In-
surance Commlerioner PrewItt had
no right to revoke the company's le
cenee to do business in the Pa ,
raztiff,elently tonight find Wednete;filf,ibV cUmnalanal of Biacoe-Headasest
day.; net much change fn teniperaturetaa teenager, and efforts of the man-
Highest teenperature yesterday, 50; kagetnent to elect an "administration,"
lowest today, 31. ticket for trustees.
lie was ,picked up unconscious and
taken to his mill near Sharpe. where
he soon revived and Dr. B. B. Grif-
fith, of Paducah, was summoned to
at tend him.
Mr. Johnson is one of the most
prominent timber and niel men in
West Kentucky and is well known by
Pattie-8h bankers and business men,
having resided near Peducah all his
NO HERBY ABOUT I IN % Nt I %L
LEGISLATION IN el.'s ITE.
Washington,. Dec. 3.—There will
be no currency legislation before the'
holidays. This became apparent in
connection with today's meeting of
the senate finance committee. The
members consider that no emergency
exists for hasty remedial legislatIon
It was stated that no effort will be
made to frame a bill until after
January 1.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3.—While
the reserved galleries were not so
crowded today when the house met
is yesterday, the public galleries
were filled with persons anxious to
hear the reading of the president's
message.
The full senate today heard the
minutes of yesterday's session read.
Senator Fleet Johnson., of Alabama,
was sworn In, being escorted by Sen-
ator Culberson . The president's
messenger announced and the read,





Hopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 3.--(See-
cial.)--Elia Blanks, 9-year-old girl,
was assaulted in a barn while on item
way home near Oerrulean Springs.
Trigg county. Her assailant was a
wh!te man. Two men are under ar-
rest. one answering a description of
the fiend.
BRIDGES WIN CASE
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 3.—(Special)
—The court of appeals tsetse affirmed
the judgment of tbe efcCraoken cir-
cuit ceurt in the case of Thomas





Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 3. (Special)
—Frank Cecil. of Bell county, star
witness for the state against Caleb
Powers, has disappeared and is now
in Illinois The prosecution claims
he was persuaded to leave. A writ
was fettled for him.
Robert Nooks, on the stand this
morning testified that he took a body
of desperate men from mountain
towns to Frankfort under directions
of Powers and Finley, while the state
election board was in session in 1899.
Later he took them back because
Governor EltacUey objected. When
Powers asked him to organize a
company, Powers said: "The contest
will not amount to a damn with-
Goebel dead." Noaks also said
Powers asked him while in Freak-
fort if he had two men, willing to
shoot anybody they were teed. He
said several times during his stay
in Frankfort. Powers and Finley and
John L. Powers told him to try to
tart a riot and then kill off the
Democrats. On cross-examination
Soaks, could not remember dates and
other details.
The Powers jury will be taken to
the scene of the murder tomorrow'
James Howard was brought bore to-
day from the penitentiary as a wit-
ness,
MRS. REGINA BERGER
Mrs. Regina Petter Berger.. 69
year, and five months old, died this
morning at 3:45 o'clock at her home
e18 South Fourth street. She was
a native of Germany and came to
this country in 1858. She was mar-
ried in this city in 1865 to P. H. Ber-
ger. She leaves the following chil-
dren; George, Will and Fred Berger.
and Mesdames"Fred Schmidt, T. 0
Argue, I. 13 Coombs, I. G. Berry
and Lena Winfrey. Her brothers
are Leopold Petter, Leborous Petter.
Lawrence Petter and P. G. Patter, of
Hingham, Wash. Thelnliefel will
be held at 2 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon at the residence. the Rev, L. G.
Graham officiating.
The first session of the criminal
term of circuit court held today re-
sulted in three big sentences to the
penitentiary; Anderson Trice, color-
ed. accused of robbing Sam Fondeau
of SIS.97, ten years; Ed King and
Robert Buckner, who pleaded guilty
to a charge of housebreaking, one
year each.
The Iteectments against Edwin
Wood. for housebreaking were filed
away, with leave to reinstate.
Sheltie Williams was given GO
days in the county jail for petit
I arceny.
Floyd Harris, alias "Bad Eye,"
was seeteeeed to one mouth in jail
for striking Ida Harris with a
smoothing iron.
Dock Eddings, under indictment
for malicious cutting, did not an-
swer when called and his bond was
forfeited.
The case of Ed Vincent, charged
with larceny is on thial this after-
noon.
The indictments against Edgar
Holland and John Nicholson, two
,boys, charged with housebreaking,
were filed away during the good be-
havior of the boys.
Prince Bourland. colored,
fined $25 for gaming.
The Petit Jury.
The petit jurors are: G. W. Webb.
G. C. Powers. G. J. Fortson, G. C.
Husbands, S. A. Kaufman, I. D. Wil-
cox. Clyde Woods, E. K. Bonds, Geo.
A. Bondurant. T. J. Council, J. A.
Hubbard, J. M. Ragsdale. J. H. Bey-
der. H. D. Hayti, J. S. Jackson. J. F.
Holly, J. F. Roark. H. S. McClure. 3.
B. Gebert, I. M. Anderson. J. M. Mar-






St. Petersburg, Dec. 3.—Taft to-
day is the guest of the rear. He will
not be-received in audience until to
morrow, hut orders have been given
to treat hint like a royal visitor.
Maay high dignitaries gieeted Taft
3n his arrival here. Great precau-
tions are taken to protect him.
Taft today called at the ministry
of war and met the officials at tie
Advocates Emergency Curren-
cy at High Rate, and In-
creased Pay as Incentive to
Continued Service in Army.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3.—
President Roosevelt's message went
to congress at noon today. There
was nothing radical in it, and he
quoted frequently from previous
messages, especially in regard to
financial legislation. He urged elas-
tic currency and emergency currency
to be issued by hanks at a high rate
of interest. Ile advocated a graduat-
ed increase in pay for soldiers, offi-
cers and privates, to induce them to
continue in, /service, and he also
urged the establishment of a service
corps to do unprofessional work now
failing to the lot of privates.
Following is the mesage in full:
No nation has greater resources than
ours, and I think it can be truthfully
said that the citizens of no nation pos-
sess greater energy and industrial abil-
ity. In no nation are the fundamental
business conditions sounder than in
ours at the very moment, and it is
foolish when such Is the case for peo-
ple to hoard money instead ef keeping
it in sound banks. for it is such hoard-
ing that is the Mine-elate occasion of
manes isteiteses e a
rule, the business of our people Is con-
ducted with honesty and probity, and
this applies alike to farms and fac-
tories, to railroads and banks, to all
our legitimate commercial enterprises
In any large body of men, hewever.
there are certain to be .souse who are
dishonest, and if the conditions are
such that these !lien prosper or commit
their misdeeda with Impunity their
example is a re te evil thing for tbe
4`0111 In unity. Where these men are
business. 'nen of vele sagacity and o'
temperament tmee tic...scrupulous am!
reckless. in! yehere the conditious are
such that Met act without supervision
or control am! at first without effective
cheek from public opinion, they delude
many innocent people into making in
vestments .,c embarking in kinds of
bustle...1 that are really unsound. When
the misdeeds of these successfully dis-
honest men are discovered, suffering




Preparations for a hot iegai eon-
test are being made by City Tress
urer J. J. Dorian and Coate Willem
Kraus, the defeated Democratic can-
didate. who Insists that, although the
majority was against' him. Mr. Dorian
is disqualified, and therefore, he Is
entitled to the office. Attorney Oscar
Kahn and Witeeler, Hughes & Berry
are attorneys for Captain Kraus, and
they are considering the best way to
proceed in the matter.
Attorney T. L. Cree is repre-
senting Mr. Donlan..- The levet. does
not admit that he is disqualified and
declares he is confident that the con-
stitutional provislon, will not bar his
second .succeesive term as treasurer.
It lazrobable that 90The legal pro-
reedingsmelle-ebe undertaken. this
week. Attorney Kahn says that the
statute. limiting the time within
-ketch an election contest may be hi-
stituted, does not apply in a case of
Chis kind, in which he infests that the
incumbent is utterly disquelitied for
a period of four years.
American embassy. Tonight he ei BRING 25 BODIESbe the guest of honor at a banquet e .
the local press, wheel greeted him
enthusiastically. However, the news-
papers fear the visit is of a political TO SURFACE FROM
nature. They warn the government
to have nothing to do with the anti
Japanese combination. Taft will leave
'morrow night for Hamburg to em-
bark for New York.
BAD MAN BILLED
Hodgensville, Ky., Dec. 3. (9pe-
cial.)—In ;self-defense, it is believed,
Thomas J. Haas, a reputable men'-
chant of Hibernia, shot and killed
be Daniel Nelson, who invaded his
home late yesterday afternoon. The
oroner is holding an inquest, and
Deputy Shosiff J. M. Howell (trawled
liaast. Nelson was known as a den-
terous.man, and served a term In the
senitentlary for manslaughter. Haas
has never been in, trouble before.
GAS FILLED MINE
- Belle Vernon, Dec. 3.—Twenty-
five corpses hare been taken from
the Naomi coal mine. It is believed
nearly 50 more are buried in the
mine.
Superintendent O'Neill flow says
the death fled will not exceed 31. At
11 o'clock preparations were made to
bring the 25 bodiee already reeovereo
to the surface. • It is stated, the bode*
Were hardly disfigured with, three es
ceptIons.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry PI




Rehkopf Buggy Warehouse at
1036 Broadway, Burns




Incendiary jire, which started this
meriting at 1:4-0 o'clock, destroyed
the warehouse of the E. Rehitopf
Buggy company building, 1036
Broadway, and damaged the old Max
well hotel, (scrupled by Theobold
Peters as a hotel and restaurant, en-
tailing a Ices of about $15,000, about
twat thirds covered by insurance.
The fire, %heti had Ss origin in
the warehouse building, was dise-ov-
ered by Petro:Men Barber and
Prince, who turned •in an alarm by
telepbone to central station. When
the officers first discovered the fire
the entire wanhouse building seemed
to be ablaze and it was too late to
save anything whatever in the ware-
house.
The Maxwell hotel, owned and or-
roped by Theo. Peters. stands just
west of the warehouse. and hi- it -few
minutes after the fire was discovered
the hotel caught fire Mr_ ppter6
was in the pool room, where several
railroad men were playing pool, and
he said that before he knew any-
thing of the fire in the warehouse
his place was on fire,
Mrs. Peters, who was asleep ire-
stairs with her three children, had
two narrow escape's. She went down
the steps the first time, while the
curtains and draperies on the stair-
ways were burning and falling all
around her. After she reached the
street Mrs. Peters thought of some
valuable papers upstairs and rushed
bark to get them. When she start-
cd to come back she was cut off front
the stairway. 'Fireman John McFad-
den placed a ladder in position un-
der a window and she came sagely
down the ladder. Mr. Peters carried
$2,5ses insurance on the house,
whist is Almost a total loss. He also
carried small insurance on the furn-
iture and fixtures.
A shoe shop owned by EM. Den-
nis was a total loss.
It Was Incendiary.
Nit-. John G. fitehkopf, when seen
this morning, was at a loss to under-
stand how the fire originated unless
it was the work of an incendiary. "I
cannot tell how much my loss will
amount to," said Mr. Rehkopf.
"There were 15t) vehicles and quite
a lot of other goods. I have dis-
covered this morning that there were
a lot of saddles in the warehouse
that I did not know wereehere. Our
loss will be about $12,000 with $6,-.
500 insurance."
The warehouse building was own-
ed by the ,Gilbert estate at Murray,
and was insured.
Firemen Do Good Work.
The firemen from Noe. 3 and 4 and
Central station, who answered the
alarm, say it was one of the hottest
fires they ever encountered, and bard
work was required to stop the pro-
gress of the blaze on account of the
many wooden structures that were
near. Chief Wood was et the fire,
answering the _first alarm, and per- •
sonally directed his melt.
The boarding house of W.N.Hinds,
1032 Broadway, was damaged by the
heat and caught fire In a number of
piste-es. A continuous stream of wa-
ter from the hose was required to
keep the place front burning.
Several negro houses in thi rear
were scorched.
' This morning at 6 o'clock the
Peters house was found to be burn-
ing again and the Nos. 3 and 4 com-
panies were called again, staying at
the place some time before putting
out the fire, which was smoldering
in several places.
A fire. which started In the ware-
house building ten days ago, at
about the same hour in ;he morning,
was believed to have been incentliagy,
but Was discovered in time to pre-
vent any damage.
BERESFORD CANCELS
Harry Beeesford's engagement, it
is stated this evening by the manage-
ment of The Kentucky, is caneelled
on accoune of illness.
 •
THE STANDAR]) OIL CASE
GOES OVER TO JANUARY.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 3.—The
hearing in the government's suit to
dissolve the Standard Oil company,
of New Jersey, want continued -today
until January O. It was agreed that
testimony taken by the interstate
sornmeree commission In the Waters-




Give Us a Share o
Your
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 358. Phone 765,
AM Kinds of Insurance
Cherry Juice
COUGH SYRUP
I1.21.ieves at once and cures
permanently all coughs and
affections of the bronchial
tubes.
Large Bettie 25c
Money back if not satisfied.
M c PHERSON'S
Drug Store
Sole agents Eastman's Kodaks
and Huyler's candy.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Wednesday Night—Al G. Field's
Mimarels.
Friday N`ight—TIForrY Ilereaftird in
”The Other Houfte."
Nest—"As Told in the Hills."
Al G. Field Greater Minstrels.
A unique addition to the increased
orchestra and band effects of the Al
G. Field greater minstrels this sea-
son, is a gaxaphone sextet, the inetru-
' meets for which cost ove• one thou'
and dollars. The saxaphone is the
inuelcal anthesis of the double reed
niouthoieee, which has been used in
combination with a metal tube, for
it is the clarinet reed adapted to a
brass Instrument. It was invented
iII 180e by Adolph Sax, front whom
it derived its name. There are sev-
eral forms of the Instrument, resemb-
ling clarinets vedy closely in shape
and being provided with the usual
keys. The tube of the 9axaphone is
conical so it is enabled to produce all
the harmonies, despite the large size
of its reed. In fingering it resembles
the obe rather than the clarinet. The
six varieties of saxaphones include
the sopranino, soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone and bass. All these instru-
ments play an important part in the
splendidly equipped band which is
this year again under the direction of
Edward W. Brill, whose braes band
is famous In Ohio and surrounding
states, and also in the orchestra un-
der the leadership of Charles E
Scope. The Al G. Field greater mins-
trels will appear at the Kentucky one
night. 0111.Y. Wednesday, December 4.
"As Told in the Hills."
The latest, and one of the best of-
ferings in the melodramatic line,
''As Told in the Hills," with Alberta
Lee in the leading role, will be pre-
sented at the Kentucky December 7,
for an engagement of matinee and
night. The play begins with a small
seene showing a small party of emi-
grants who have been surrounded by
a band of hostile Indians on the
western plains and are fighting for
their lives while an Indian youth is
bearing a 'Message, ask:ng relief
from the nearest fort, where United
S. S• S 
CLTRES,-
• BLOOD POISON
A SAFE HONM TREATMENT
In S. S. S. nature has provided a certain, safe, home cure for Contagious
Blood Poison. It is a medicine made entirely of roots and herbs of recog-
nized blood-purifying value, and is the one medicine which is able to get
.down to the root of the trouble and remove every particle of the virus, and
at the same time benefit and build up the system and general health. No
'harmful effects ever follow its use, as is so often the case when strong min-
eral medicines are used. As soon as the system gets under the influence of
S S. S the disease begins to improve, and when the remedy has thoroughly
purified the blood and driven out every trace of the poison, no signs of the
trouble are ever seen again. The general manifestations of Contagious
Blood Poison such as falling hair, copper-colored spots. ulcerated mouth and
throat, sores and ulcers, etc., are merely symptoms of the poisoned condi-
tion of tilt blood, and in most cases respond quickly to local treatment,
while S. S S. is doing the necessary work of cleansing the blood. Our
"Home Treatment " book is of great assistance along this line. It is a
complete guide for treating the trouble, containing instructions for the
different at of the disease, and also valuable suggestions about the local
treatment. it •11 be most helpful in effecting a cure. We will be glad
to send a tills book, free of charge, to any who desire it, and if
special me' ' cal advise is wanted our physicians will take pleasure in sup-
plying it without cost to the patient. If you are suffering with Conta-
gious Blood Poison you can cure yourself in the privacy of your own home
by the use of S. S. S., an absolutely safe reme,Iv.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTAI,GA.
Btatee troops are quartered. Rod
Wolf, an Indian dhief, who ie acting
as protector for the party, has been
mortally wounded and dying just
before heep arrives, leaving Pamne
na, his infant daughter, in the hands
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard, who 'adopt
the child and rear her as their own.
The Indian girl has an inheritance of
a bag of gold which is kept in trust
for her by Howard. His refusal to
divide this with his partner leads to
a quarrel in which Jim Dexter, the
partner, attempts to kill Howard.
For this attempt he is isentenoed to
a long term in prison.
When the second scene of the play
opens, eighteen years later, Dexter
his Arkansas home to which Howard
has returned with Pam nena and
has returned with Poninena and
Texas Howard, his own daughter.
Dexter seeks to kill Howard in re-
venge for his Imprisonment. His
plan for revenge includes the kid-
napping of the Indian girl, Panmena,
who has grown to a beautiful young
woman, accomplished and talented
from her life in the east where she
has had the best educational advant-
ages that the fatter could procure
for her. The plot to kidnap the In-
dian girl is unsuccessful for the con-
spirators carry off Texas Howard by
mistake. She is recovered mainly
through the efforts of Little Fox, the
Indian boy who has returned from
his own people in the far west,
where he went to make the fortune
that his pride demanded he should
have before he asked for the hand of
Pam nena.
There is a bright vein of comedy
running all through the play furn-
ished by one "Napoleon Bonaparte
Julius Caesar, George Washington
Johnson, a colored servant, and J.
McIntosh Todd, "A Gent of the
Road," who appears on the scene
whenever his presence is needed to
furnish a bit of bright, clean comedy.
as a contrast for the stronger situa-
tions of the play. The scenic equip-
ment of- the play is elaborate and
true to nature.
Popular Harry Beresford.
Those who remember Harry Beres-
ford for his rendition of the title
role in the "Professor's Love Story,"
will hail with deligst the announce-
tnent that he will appear at the Ken-
tucky Friday night in his latest suc-
cess, "The Other House." Mr.
4 4a noted far -12LigetR, in-
sidious humor. He is a delicious
comedian, natitral and irreisistable.
Critics in other eities report "The
Other House" as Mr. i3taresford's
greatest success.
Not Off the Road.
There appeared in the Chicago
Tribune of Sunday, November 17, an
article over a colutnn in length, on
the "theatrical !lump" and among
the companies mentioned as having
closed were several, whose business
has been above the average this sea-
eon. The result was the dramatic
deparenont of that paper was swamp-
ed with letters and telegrams of pro-
testations. Geo. Sidney felt so ag-
grieved over the statement that he
had closed, that he has now filed a
damage suit against the paper, and
Hap Ward whose business is pros-
pering mightily, threatens to do like-
wise.
The Bret of the big musical come-
dies to visit Paducah this year will
be Geo. M. Oohen's most successful
7$1av. "Little Johnny Jones," which
will come to the Kentucky Christmas
The "Lion and the Mouse" is now
ing ,iwth«,r long engagement in
New York City.
There is mighty little poetry in
' a poet's wife.
Your Home is
Incomplete if








The Paducah Light & Power Co.
t U CI N (I THU WAIST
LINE IN BOTH SHIES.
Men and women with heavy, pend-
ulous abdomens who wish to reduce
them quickly and safely are usually
advised to go in for certain tiresome
twisting and bending exercises that,
as a matter of fact, they should care-
fully avoid as being dangerous rather
than beneficial.
A far better plan is to use the fol-
lowing three simple household rem-
edies which can be obtained of any
druggist at small cost, viz.: 14 oz.
alartnola, % oz. Fluid Extract Cas-
cara Aromatic, and 3% ozs. Syrup
Simplex. These are mixed together
at home and taken a teaspoonful af-
ter meals and at bedtime.
These three make a mixture that
is not only pcsfectly harmless but
actuilly quite beneficial to the sys-
tem, regulating the digestion, purify-
ing the blood and clearing the com-
plexion of pimple and blotches. Its
chief and surprising benefit is in the
rapid, natural manner in which it
reduces the fat person to the normal,
beautiful lines of a fine physique, it
having been known to cause the re-
absorption of as much as a pound
of fat a day. Moreover, it does it
symmetrically, so that no wrinkles
or ilabb.y akin are left behind.
Strange to say neither dieting nor ex-
ercise are advised when this simple
home recipe is being used, for it
will produce results independently
of either and so the patient is in-
structed to eat whatever he or she





Oklahoma Man consider", Constitu-
tion Conservative Enough for
Platform.
Washington, Dec. 3.—A poll taken
today of the Democratic senators
and representatives who have arrived
in the city shows an overwhelming
conviction that Bryan's nomination
is a certainty. The proportion is
about 4 to 1.
The poll shows a still stronger
conviction that he should run on a
conservative platform. Its import-
ance is somewhat -diluted, however,
by the fact that some of those who
say "conservative" seem to think a
platform declaring for the initiative
and referendum, or something equal
ly new, would be coneervative. Sen-
ator-elect Owen, of Oklahoma, for
instance, declares for a conservative
platform and adds that the Oklahoma






The grocery s7.rt. of J. W. Traugh-
ber on West Water street, was enter-
ed Styiday night by burglars. Fifty
rents in silver and 105) pennies is all
that has been missed. Entrance was
obtained through the window at the
rear of the house. They then had to
creel over a hg pile of bacon and
It is safe to say that they were good
and greasy when they got out. The
money was taken from the money
drawer. —Messenger.
PostoffIce Moved,
The postoffice was moved from
East Broadway to the south side of
the square next door to Stovall &
McGuire. The merchants over on
that side are rejoicing over the re-
moval while there seems to be an
ooposite feeling around its former
place.
Infant Dead,
The 13 months-old daughter of
Ed Williams, o fthe Clear Springs
neighborhood, died Monday morn-
ing.at 2 o'clock. The burial took
place Monday at Mt. Pisgah.
—If your landlord knows that you
would "put up with" a great deal in
preference to moving—well, you'd
better find another landlord. Look
at Big, ads.
THE LIGHT OF O'THER DAYS.
Oft, in the stilly night.
Ere slumber's chain has bound me,
Fond memory brings the light
Of other clays around me;
The smiles, the tears
Of boyhood's years,
The worlds of love then spoken;
The yes that shone,
Now dimm'cleand gone,
The cheerful hearts now broken;
Thus, in the tilly night,
Ere slumber's chain has bound me.
sad memory brings the light
Of other days around me,
When I remember all
The friends so link'd together.
I've seen around me fall
Like leaves in wintry weather,
I feel like one
• Who treads alone
Sonic banquet hall deserted,
Whose lights are fled,
Whose garlands dead,
And all but Inc departed!
Thus in the stilly night,
Ere slumber's chain has bound me,
Sad, memory brings the light
Of other days around me.
—Thomas Moore
NOIR IS KNOCKED
OUT BY TOM BURNS
American l'ugilist Defeats
Englishman in Contest
Title Won of Hearvyweight—Gunner
Moir Had No Chance From
Start.
FOR WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP.
London, Dec. 3.—Tommy Burns,
of America„ knocked out Gunner
Moir, of England in the tenth round
last night. Englishmen never bad
greater hopes of the ability of their
representative to regain their lost
honors in the boxing arena, and in
the somewhat exciting contest the
American champion had compara-
tively an easy task in disposing of
Molt's pretensions and securing for
himself the title of heavyweight
champion of the world. ,After the
fifth round Burn's victory was cer-
tain and in the tenth elien the Gun-
ner failed to rise to the call of time,
and literally cut to pieces. Burns left
the ring with scarcely a mark.
The work in the first round was
mostly at long range, the fighters
sparring warily. Finally Burns land
ed two heavy blows on the Gunner's
neck and ear, the second sending him
staggering to the ropes, while the
American himself escaped without
punishment, avoiding Moir's rushes
cleverly. The pace increased in the
second round, the men getting into
close quarters where Burns showed
his superiority and did a lot of dune
age on Moir's body. He received a
nasty jolt under the Chin, however,
which brought him up, but he soon
resumed the in-fighting. Moir clinch-
ed fiercely and was cautioned.
They fought at long range again in
the third. Burns being too clever for
his adversary. Moir had a slight ad-
vantage in the fourth. Burns came
back again hard in the fifth, forcing
the fightsfrom the sound of the bull.
U. I.nnled a righi on thesjitst _Ands
long left swing cut Moir severely
over the eye. 
Thesixth was all in favor of the
American, whose footwork complete-
ly baffled his opponent. In the sev-
enth Burns sent home a terrific swing
which made an ugly gash in the Gun
ner's cheek. The Englishman clinch-
ed and when the round ended Moir
looked like a beaten man.
In the eighth, however, he rallied
but was fought all over the ring and
badly punished. Burns set upon him
unmercifu'lly in the following round,
ministering terrific punishment. The
bell saved him from being put out.
BAND OF REJFA-TED
SUITORS SLAY RIVAL.
Brownsville, Pa., Dec._ 3.—While
the festivities in celebration of his
marriage were at their height early
today, George Bea, aged 38 years,
accompanied by several.. companions
left the bowie to urge a friend living
near by to join in the fun. They
had gone but a short distance when
half a dozen men, supposed to be re-
jected suitors of I3ea's bride, leaped
from hiding and one of them dealt
Bea a blow that fractured his skull
and caused his death a few hours
later. Sea's friends endeavored to
assist him, but were forced to retreat
In, the fusillade of shots John Jack-
ovic, a guest, was hit in the face by




They save the continual writing
over the same thing. They are
not expensive. Send us an order
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third Si. Pheoes 358.
1 F. H. NIEMAN314 BroadwayTRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
We are displaying a very
complete line of Trunks,
Grips, Suit Cases and all
kinds of Leather Goods and
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that best values
and lowest prices are the poli-
cy of this concern.
In our modern factory we
will do all kinds of repair
• work and build to order





Don't you dislike to leave the
warm living room and undress in
a cold bedroom where the frost is
thick on the windows? No need
to any longer — a
PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
makes any cold room cheerful
and cozy in a trice and keeps it so.
It has a smokeless device—that
means no smoke—no smell—no
bother—just direct intense heat.
Finished in japan and nickel.
Brass font holds 4 quart, bums
9 hours. Easily car-
ried about. Every
heater warranted.
The R,D(i Lamp is unequalled
for its brilhant,
steady light, simple construction and absolute
safety. Equipped with the best central draft
burner. Made of brass, nickel plated. Every
lamp warranted. If your dealer does not handle
the Rayo Lamp or Perfection al Heater write
our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
\incorporated)
Cactus Diet Will be Tried For Few Weeks
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 3.—Cactus
for breakfast. cactus and celery for
lunch, cactus with a few nuts and a
little celery for dinner. Such is the
diet Dr. Leon Elbert Lantione has
adopted for a two weeks' endurance
test, to prove the nutritive value of
Luther Burbank's. thorn less product.
The test began Friday at noon.
Since then Dr. Landone has been
working eighteen hfiurs daily.- One
of his secretaries and one sten-
ographer also are bating only the
diet above mentioned.They are at-
tempting to prove that body and
brain can do more than the usual
aftwunt of work with lees fatigue on
a cactus diet.
"Eat cactus, lettuce, celery, spin-
ach and asparagus if you don't wish
to become tired out by an ordinary
day's work," says Dr. Landone.
"Meats, nuts, cereals, beans and peas
help to repair wasted Welles and are
of value, but the best way is to pre-
serve the body so that but little re-
pair Is nece-ssary."
Neither the doctor nor his asso-
ciates seem to be suffering from
this diet. Friday noon Landone took
his last ordinary meal, lie worked
durine the afternoon, ate a dinner
of lettuce and fried cactus leaves,
and worked on until 2 a. m. He was
up again at I :10 and at work until
11. Breakfast followed at 11--one-
half of a casava, some cactus and a
few stalks of celery. Then work un-
til 6 in the evening.
PILES CURED IN CI TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
Ldays or money refunded. 50c.
PLATT CARRIED TO CAR111.40E.
%"eteran Senator Leaves New York
_ for Opening Session of (amgrees.
New York, Dec. 3.—Senator Thos.
C. Platt went to Washington today
to be ready for the opening of con
greets With him went Mr. and Mrs
Gustave Able, with vshom Scant
Platt has been living lately. The
senator was carried out to his car-
riage.
The fellow who marries in haste
usually doesn't have any leisure.
Deeetril.
Only One "BROM° QLYININE," that is
Laxative Bromo Quinine d
Cold in Caere" Cr in in 2 Days
on every
,--71,11.011wobox. 23-c








Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c
and $1.00.













Seats on seats Thursday.





Good books are all right, but do not let them
lett 001 Well
Hair Vigor so prcalptly
hair. Ail: him all about
Your dodo,. will tell you why Ayer's
dwks faint., promptly stops falling hair, destroys din-
cheat You out of your good looks. Drop
your books; take up your mirror! Is your
druff. Does not color the hair.
hair exactly to your liking? Remember,
Ayer's Hair Vigor is a haiamedicine,
- — - —
CONGRESSMAN DIES
GEORGE W. se TH, (W ILLINOIS,
SUCCUMBS TO Ins ISE.
Ile Represented Twent)-tifth
trict Across ever Frem .
Pieta els
Murphysboro, IU., 3.-4oa-
gess/swan George W. S • ith died sud-
denly of typhoanal ea at his
home here. Mr. Smith, who was
serving his twentieth yea' in con-
grees, had been ailing for tws weeka
but was suddenly taken worse
and died soon after midnight.
The funeral wet be held here Wee.
onesday. under the auspices of the Ma
sons. Many tate and national Wil-
d:is are exp4ted to attend.
Congressman Smith was born in
Putnam county. 0., in 1546. He was
reared in Wayne county Ill., where
his parents made their home in laSse
Ile learned tho blacksmithing trade.
attended the common schools, and
later took a literary course in M4.!
Kendree college ataselituton. ill. He
read law In the either-tee. at Bloom-
irgton and wae admitted to the bar
of the state in 1570.
He took up the practice of law a
Murphysboro in the same year and '
Lel lived here ever since.
lie was prominent in Republican
politics in the Twenty-fifth congres-
sional district and was .ent to con-
e!.
At every subsequeot election he was
returned to office and was serving
ha twentieth vear when death over-
too him.
Mr. Smith was chairman of the
committee son public lands. This
honor now will go to Representative
Marshall of North Dakota.
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
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1The Best Carriage
Serrice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. 'We
give pronit personal at-





a man wants to feel well and com-
fortanly dr eared for either street, at
home or for the Thankegirteig dhaner
reception. We will fashion a dress
suit, Tuxedo. cutaway, Prinre Albert
or sack mat for you that will give you
the distingue tar and style that only
an artist tailor can give yeou. Leave
yoer order now with
H. M.. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
'Alth Warren the Jeweler. COY`rniany
Foreman Bros. Electric Co. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
133.124 N. Fourth St.
*
"I'. Phoniest 787
Yoi wan i You want 1
THE CENTURY MAGAZIN7,
IN 1908
On best kali bees
,re toe goodlor
.,IFfication, which








factor in the fistswe.'
— Bovirev G
9 In the magazine world, the one
I):. which the rest are measured
has always been and is tctlay
THE CENTURY.
Ask writers where their best
productions are first offered,
11 Ask public men where articles
carry the most weight, •
9 Ask the public what magazine
it the choice among people of
real influence,
The answer is the same,
THE CENTURY
The best of fiction, and of
popular scientific articles,
the most richly worth wee
biographical articles, the
finest and best pictorial
features, will be found in
The Crete eV during
ter& °There will be "The
Reminiscences of Lady
Randolph Churchill," the
story of the beautiful
American girl who 4hared
her brilliant husband's
brilliant social and politi-
cal stICCeSsea during one
of the most • irttereatirg
periods of English his-
tory.
Prof. Percival Lowell will





All Helen Keller's recent
poetry and prose writings
-by fat her most remark-
able work-Will appear in
Trie Crael 1:1" in leo&
And Dr. S. Weir Mitchell
has written the fiction
serial of the year, "The
4edCity,"adelightful his-
torical novel of Old Phil-
adelphia, continuing his
famous "Hugh Wynne."




the ma.- of '4 tiE
ccv-iettr have stood
firmly Fr the
'Fa best' in 'liter-
ature, art, Illtd
thought', and 1 ha-
l'ItstrILTIRY MAGAZ,F.
today is one of the
fiac,t havtumeasta 16
tier genius and ci
of the gni-mist formes
in the literary life
and crhure Of the
rat,on.o
crews/Wit Jostrund
No magazine today pub.
lishis such remarkable
color pages as .1 F. CEN-
TURY ; in DO Other maga-
eine are to be found so
many illustrations suitable
for framing, and really
worth while. For teo8 M.
tIe Ivanowski is painting
portraits of the most noted
opera singerll. There will
he moire eole's beautiful
wood-engravings, descrip-
tion and illtetratien of
new processes in photo.,
eaphy, -.and sates of
pages in color, tint, and
photogravure.
•





THE PADUCAH EVENING 'SUN
TRIAL OF NIGHT
RIDERS INTENSE






W. E. WALL VISITED IN NIGHT
Clarksville, Terme Dec. 3.-Mucl,
Interest has been manifested in the
night-rider cases which are on trial
in the criminal court in this city,
throughout the dark tobacco 
district.These eases are the outcome of a bit-
ter fight between the Dark,. Tobacco
Grew rs' association and., the trust,
and doubtless result from the bitter
toenails engendered among Bs mem-
bers against farmers who refused to
affiliate with. the organization, which
is organized to advance the price ot
tobacco. These cases are She most
important tried here in years, anal an
able array of counsel represents both
the state and defendants. The first
case, against George Sanders, for
arson, has beep nolle prossed, after
a strong effort on the -part of the
state to have the case continued pend-
ing an Inveatigation of the burning
of a storehouse owned by W. E. Wail,
ealch is being made by the ineur-
awe commissioner,.
The attorney for this insurance
commissioner claims the inveetigation
now under way will result in the
guilty parties being convicted, and
that evidence has already been pre-
sented showing a sone:piracy to carry
on the depredations which. have oc-
eurred, but in the ease* pending in
this court prominent members of that
organization are charged with com-
mitting wrongs in the interest of
such.
ke__garle against George_ Sanders,.
Dr. G. W. Hoskins and James Cross.
all prominent citizens of the Fifteenth
district of the county, is now an trial,
the defendants being charged with
destroying plant beds last May on the
farm of W. E. Wall, who is the prose-
cutor in the case.
A jury was secured, after nearly
100 mem were summoned, and when
the trial began W. E. Wall was
placed on the witness stand. Mr.
W sall testified to the detructin of five
plant beds on hits farm, all being
ecraped clean. He received a lettea
prior to the destruction of the beds,
warning hint that if he did not place
his tobacco in the association he
would be severely dealt with. Fol-,
lowing the plant-bed scrapag he re-
ceived other letters, in welch It was
stated that the worst had not earned
arad soon thereafter his store was!
burned, entailing a lose of severe,
thousand dollars. A young lady liv-
ing with his Litany also received
threatening letters. in which she was
told that. she had better move her,
boarding louse, as dynamit• was'
liable to be placed under Mr. Waite
house any Matt.
Vile Language and Threats.
The letters to Wall were full of the
sliest language and threats. He was
a member of the association for two
years, but the third year signed and
sold his tobacco out of the organiza-
tion. He testified that all of the let-
ters received were mailed at Clarks-
ville and were not written inthe
same handwriting. He eigti Jam's.
Oro's. one of the defendants, was the
farrier of the rural route which
passed his place when the letters
were delivered to him. Wall's testi-
mony did not bring out anything di-
rectly connecting any of the defend-
ants with the crime.
After a rigkt cross-examination by
the defense, his son. Hebert WalLwas
placed on the stand. He said George
Sanders told hap his father ought to
join the association or his property
would be destroyed. Shortly aftee
tbe beds were scraped, has said, San-
ders came to the store. Wall said he
told him he thought he knew some- '
thing about it. and he said anything
ITas fair In war. Said he heard him
make such remarks several times.;
Said Sanders said he did tot serape
the beds. He told Sanders that if
anething happened be would hold
him responsible for it. He never
Joined the association. Said he went
to the plant aeds about 9 o'clock oe
the morning following the detail,-
lion of the plant beds and saw e- old glove, yet they enable the
black. He did, not attempt to tra -. _skaters with the weakest an-
the party from the 'bade. lie had
kleli Le indulge in the sportseen Sanders trark on, the aqua.
Whet resembled the one at. the without fear of injury or an-
iyed. On caseateramenstion yell- noyanee.
Wall said that he heard Sanders as
he was wining to do math:rig to win
even If he had to lake up a !shotgun.,
Sald when Sanders came to the store,'
and mid he heard I thought he,
scraped the plant beds he told 'him
he had encouraged R, and -he was as
mean as tire man who did It; said the
track at the bed looked like Sanders
track, and he had suspicions.San-
ders stopped tmdthg with him. Wes,
on *speaking terms before the beds
were scraped. The handwriting ofi
the first letter was not the same as
the others.
Former Tenant Testifies.
J. M. Pere testified that he occu-
pied it hottse on George Sanders'
farm, but moved anti sold out to him
because he saki Pace was keSping
"hill bitty" house and he wattle ratherilleellialla
have the hotee empty than to have it
occupied under such ooniiitions. He
said he saw Sandersaearly every day.
and they discerned plant bee scrap-
ing. Sanders said, "We are Koine to
win this fight if we have to with shot-
guns." Pace told Sanders he ought
not to talk that way. Sanders had
always been an aedenct association
man and went to Pace with a coat-
fittee urging him to join. In discuss-
ing plant bed scraping, he said, San-
ders said he did not approve of such
action. Between the erne Wall sold
his tobacco and the scraping of she
beds Sanders said he doubted whether
Wall would ever raise tobacco. San.
tiers was the firtst man to tell him of
Wall's bed being scraped. On the
night the beds were sorarped Pace
said Sanders was in his store and
Sande:8 said, after asking where Dr.
Hoskins, that he would go over there
now. The lodge met that night and
witness did not know what time it
broke up.
Ed Pool testified that he went to
the beds and saw three tracks. He
followed them to a fence. He de-
scribed a buggy track, which was fol-
lowed for quite a distanee, but had,
been obliterated In some plates by a
harrow being drawn over it. He was
in Fredonia the night the beds were
scraped ari remainat until after
lodge. He saw Sanders and Cross
talking after lodge. lie Laid the
buggy tracks went toward Fredonia
after they came out of the field. He
said Sanders told him after the 1906
crop was sold that he was goag to
see where that telbasoe went and wit-
ness told him he ga.,ased he would.
Witness bad no ceaversatiou wite
Senders.
NO AMENDMENTS
TAX RECEIPT QI' 11.1 I' !CATION ON
VOTER DEl. EATED.
Carried Only Four Counties in State
trict North of ifiVillac
County
Frankfort. KY., Def'• 2.-In the
tiv-ic:n•104cst the general- State election
had in Kentucky on Nreember 5, no
attention has been paid ordeal
count recorded for and against the
proposed constitutional amendment,
makine a tax receipt a nocosNeryi
qualification for voters who are own-
era of property.
The offkeal tabulation of the re-
turns shows that 36,9",9 votes were
recordedfor the amendment, while it
was overwhelmed with.158,1148 votes
agrenet- it. In only four counties In
the state were the majorities for the
amendment. Party *nee appear to
have been obliterated in the senti-
ment Irvine( the proposed amend-
ment. 
The Inaugural.
Positive information has • been re-
retired that the cadets of the Ken-
tucky Military Institute at Lyndon,
near Isouisville, will come under their
commandavt. Co). C. W. Fowler, to
takes part in the Jnaugonal parade.
Major R. E. Burton wilt be in starve
command of the school, troops, &sedat-
ed by Capt. W. H. Miller, U. S. A.,
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The Collins Ankle Brace is
certainly a boon to skaters
•
with weak ankles: they are
made of leather and are as
smboth and comfortable at an














Is larger and better this season than ever before. We
have on display a grand collection of Diamonds,
Watches, Silverware, Rich Jewelry, Art Goods, Fine
Cut Glass, Hand' Painted China and all the latest Gold
and Silve: Novelties.., .• .• .• .•
It certainly is a supetlf display in all its da/Aling
richness and beauty---the choicest patterns and
latest creations at prices below their usual value
offer an inducement of the highest order to the
shrewd buyer---an opportunity to purchase high
grade ware at money-saving prices. These goods
are from the leading makers, are first class in
every respect and so guaranteed. Make your
Christmas purchases now. We will put them away
until you want them. Don't delay. Come early.
P 0 L 1. 0 CK, The Jeweler
333 Broadway
"Just a little more -..alue tor a little lets money."
--
is the Met:tut/en. Three companies 111M11.1111.11111, 
wili come here on a special train, and
will be preeent at the Inauguration
ball. The tiehool band will se, om-
pany the Infantry and will add to the
Joyfulness of the occasion.
In addition to the K. M. I. each ta,it
is beleved to be probable that the
State College battalion from L.exIng-
ton may be sent over to parCepate
tin tge exercises and parade of the
day.
Marching clubs from Louisville,
Covin-gton. Newport, Maysville and
Lexington have given meet'e that they
are coming with brass bands. The
Louisville club will have a place of
honor.
InelalrY developed the fact that the
Twelfth and Republican marching
club, 301) or 400 strong, of Louisville,
hes been preparing for some daye to
attend the inauguration, and will
make a good showing.
The Willeon club, of Lexington
will have parade marshal and offi-
cials, similar to military organize-
tione, but will not of course, have
the perfected organization of reges-
tarty formed:leaders.
SHOT TO DEATH
MISS LILLIAN HUMPHREY- VIC-
TI31 OF ACCIDENT.
Pretty Hopkinsville Girl. Well
Known in Paducah, Meets
Terrible End.
Hopkinevilie, Ky., Dec. 3.-Lillian
Humphrey, a pretty girl, aged seven-
teen years, lies dead at the home of
liter sister in this city. She was shot
to death Saturday night by her
sweetheart, Melvin Powell, aged
eighteen years. Two -stories, which
seriously conflict are told by witness-
es. John Jones declared that he and
Powell had a friendly wrestling bout
In the room, and that Powell's pistol
was discharged accidentally, and that
Powell, carrying the deadly weapon
with 'him, escaped immediately aster
the tragedy. No trace of him has
been found.
The street railway car building in-
&tette lard-eased generally Jour fold
between 1891) and 19415aelz.: From
$6,268.462 to $24,281,317. The
Dumber of street railway cars built in
1906 a-as 4.0.94, valued at $9,902,310
No cable cars were built, and only
forty-two horse cars.
An enterprising scissors grinder of
toe Angeles, Cat., hatr mounted his
grinder on an automobile, using the
car's power also to run the grinder.
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Both Phones 201 • 132 S. Fourth -St.
325 Kentucky Avenue
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons.smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth SL
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1 3S63 14; 3a32
2 6275 IS 'late
4 3a39 Pt ..379.5
5  31s46 20 e791
6 3S57 21 3795
7  3/.65 22 3X04
8  2,a7-0 21 3a01
9 3a78 25 37911
11  llate: 26  ' 3794
12  laa'al 27 3790
13 31.4a 28 3791
l4. 3s45 29 31.01.
1•5  31.32 34) eget;
Total  102,049
Average. Noveteber, I ie."... . . . 3.957
Average. NO % enther. 19e5'.... 3,92:0
Decrease  32
Personally appeared before me,
1 this
the circulation of The Sun
 Detember 3rd, 1907. R. D. Mac-
, 
Millen, business manager of The Sun,
mee
who affirms that the above state
4heeetiolettle---4.4--Xeseemalere
Is true to the best of his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22
leet.
Daily Thought.
Set your heart (roe to rejoice in
life's common mercies.----Van Dyke.
ide drectie. He only revived the
fortes dormant in the great national
lit art, but historians must consider
his intlionee on the socety of hisiroom enough left in the barrel to con
tine s to eve him
his life 1,,,1 .r.res.
the place in fame tract. AnOther reason why it should
be wound up In the morning is that
the spring will then have more pow-
pros d. nit itreeevelt suggests a
census of forest trees. The idea was
probably etigeteted to him by the,
careful me of them taken in scene 
voting precincts.
If the grand Jury atieceeds In offi-
etaey determining how ninny and
how great :/es were told sheet fabu-
lous lets made on the recent election,
its work will not have been In vain.
Japan Is to hive an exposition.
Wonder a hat they-, will call the:r
street of all nations toad if they will
THEODORE, THE REFORMER.
laatelions change • n pOliti(-.4. as
moil as In rite hi'", threat not so
often. Just now the Roosevelt at ye
Is in the ascendancy. From the cus-
tom made statesman of the national
arena to the silo-11y initatIon of the
band-me-down poleal shorn, every
one must haee that distinctive cut so
much fancied just now, at least until
it gets on the customer's back.
We had not thought ,If it. perhaps.
but a man of the McKinley type
woule not be at all satisfatttory for a
preeidentel candidate next year.
Geniaity has e:'' 11 away to vigoi
It is the Oflietety of finding another
possibaity his peer in those qualitets
of mind and heart that have ntade
his adni!pi-,trivion notab:e. trice has
ewe as:eare the meleenread demand
ton' Retreat ,-It's rreera•tion.
It is the, poenl trey of Roosevelt's
%)le","m, nind iteeseveles methods that
has ibro puiiIic swill
varee,ere of the eser 'al tote as Joe
grazing lane, the extension of amble
lands by means of irrigation; the en-
couragement of farming, by educat-
ing farmers to scientific crop rotatloa
and soil study, by increasing the fer-
tility of soil, destroying parasites and
inrproving the quality of cereals and
farm products. ALI these, coupled
with the enforcement of laws for the
protection Of commerce and the
sued upon hi asenmptIon of the cotton and wheat. Dairy prodectsi 
I
1 Echair. Indeed, his thief claim to are ehowii to be more valuable then1
recognition in the field of interne- any crop except torn, and peultee
1 l FAT .e 
tional statesmanship is that of peace portinga cioseiy approximete the
!..."maker. At Portsmouth, at. Tee value- of the hay crop of the yea.)
Hague, in ()entral America, in tetuth The cotton yield of six hundred ml:
America, at Havana, his hand has Lone V91110 represeets jue olio-It
held the olive brauce. Our relations hale of the amount received from th,
with the L,atin-American states were live stock sold from tee farms. With I
never before so cordial. 'many different products bringingi
But look at his record at tiotmeebint wealth from an inexhaustible
It is his conduct of internal affairs storehouse the farmer has every rea-,
that will be the real measure of his sonfor pride In his importance as th.'
statesmanehip. For the first time hie I reprowntative of the greeteet in-
iadministration, eas defined a consist- thistry on earth.
eat, elaborate policy of internal tin- When the $7,50.0,000,0-00 yielded
prevenient that takes rank as states- by agriculture is added. to the $14,
manship. Consider the scheme of in- 800,000,000 representing the value
ternal wateeways improvetnent, for- of the output of the manufacturing
eat reservations, the preservation ot production in this country for the Met
Meal year the vastness of the wealth
of the people of the Untied States is
apparefie With each year teethe; int-
prrovements to farming methods and
opening up new territory for aorkel-
toral purpoene as reclamation pro-
jeces are Wing pushed, the prospect
for the future seems one of unbound-
ed promise as long as the suneehines
and the rain falls.-Ohleego Tribune.
anmeoration of labor, mark Roose-
velt as a man of broad sympathies
welt. the people, possessed in a re-
markable degree of genius for detail.
No man ever more potently in
flueneed his generation than has
Roosevelt. He has set us all at work.
Note the forestry assceiations, bre-
ga t ion congresses and waterways
conventions.
We speak of a "wave of moral-it,"
that is sweeping the country. Search
for its cerigin and muse and we.ehall ence.
find thr dynamic source in the per- "When a watch is
:onality of the man in the White night coming from a
house, and he was the chief expo and laid down or hung up in a cool
lent of "honesty" away back yon- place, the mainspring will contract
der when he was police commie:toner by the cooling off of the metals, Be-
of New York City. lieg wound up tightly, all chance of
For a.l: the wide range this wave contracting has been. shut off, and
has taken Roosevelt is not responst the spring is bound to break.
"If, however, the watch is wound
up in the morning, having partly run
down through the right, there is
want Carrie Nation and Mrs Potter
Palmer and John D Hoeketerer to
exhibit for the edification of the
oriental honeymooners.
Ane will wager that people right
here in Paducah are ready to stigma-
tize as betty bodies the ckisens who
employed a lawyer to prosecute Sun-
day violators.
-41-
Commerce and industries may wax
and wane as conditions vary. bat it
takes the hardy farmer to coax the
yel 'ow gold from it, hirline piece
Is he. the bulwark of the nation? He
.s the nation.
---o 
At any rate, both gentlemen are
dor rmince that Paducah shall have
a treasurer.
Another hope of the }lumen race
has leen dashed La Paine. the di-
tegib'e balloon of the Frenerli govern-
no ne. has es(aped and when laseFele Gevartior ilip-rhes, Tom John- heard front was making for Green-
eon and their like it was puble land via Seetiand. It has been the
cons-ient-e, quick tied by the frank boast of a, aoteies that aerial teems-
honase of the elan in the white porta'ion vtould Ire free from the
heusa. tee !nude /s•s.:•1,1et the aue- dangers of surface travel.. The hal-
oessful cir - trs of men. :otmsa itt neither scare at automo-eorkeeee die e d 'is fact bees ner coliicle with fence posts.
that w havr• pie , i•1/.;i1)!O
and CI' re to r roue-done,
end wc third 'he dee:tenant ef jus-
tice preereetito a., r eree at d
tin-tic-! ne 7. if ! It4w. i.•to is elopititg with a zephyr.,
had considered pow,a1,11- and On- it wanton colt of the skies kerk-I
_mune, anal we letra ea shame ir.g her heela over the British i
that these men renteted ,Juiet in the isles and then eourrying skittishly forfare of abuses, thal. t,nieiv L!I Id WIT: tliaa_krIONI. wierros NO, no, we'll
dese.rece and d'enesee. weeie hear the lettere-7177a earth yet awhile,
be their portion a, reed ir it, '1•Ity 'h• n,eanwhile if Walter Wellman
ler if th -y run away whit advare
Lore art they offer? La Petrie was
emetic-NI the 11:zha•t dovek4smetti
te her type, snund are] gentle. But!
lead them ere indiserel eel. Peeked can cat h the halter strap of the run-le an admtnistration i foic- oss \vat he tray get to the north pole
the, a r.rible band of even: ,
irareta ch'•-(4 .53 1.•-rf , .r111ri.4 ho•ri, r -0 
thee, in the face of odds. Ti,- fIrt THE PROSPEROUS FARMER.
tiaa of Itoorreveet was st fr..' these Tilo reieel of the secretaryrano the 1,Ortd, 1,f r, d tap-if atotr Hee in -lea's that the value ofgird it.irtnicrtai air: of I.:to; Is greater than thatLea- a,. hia 'I ,'''' ,.-n %He- sI dr in the his•tory
ta '"%tTH h 1',. r,NI see,- l'ec• tigutta
of the epees of te, ;••, s. and the :ire atel ta ogee-etre bet-a-low the
interior departne nt aaio-unl 55) arge. The state--
of grafters and thee,. Our preS:- lietit that the crops NVV -1 yield the
dents were crape ?re ()..11,•)",)14,, thr.jr far-tilers of the country seven and e
meets to Is: se:lie:a deportations half Itilleee of dollars is better Un-
- on iar:ffs, nee in r.lreign retaiderstorat ellen some comperiems are
lions made.
. That is a-he we shook our beads The -secretary furnishes these coms
when the. "hoteptire Rorerreelt was Parise-me/ Taking «en, for example,
elevated to the chief magistracy. He and iftd!rating the value of (he crop
was militant. He was inepetuousr, of this year trebe larger then that ot
Time has reveal -MI the Roosevelt 1906, he saes that with the money
character and given the .treerlean gained from eight crops like the caw
people opportnnity to pa'-'t judetniant of 1917 ii would be Peaelble to 611P1I--on his conduct. -it lets eeefirined our
eerie impresalon. He er meitant.
He is impetuous. But Room-or-It 11fris
found a field for the play of his nee-
- ta.nt spirit against the merrier-bestir
trusts and the Iniccaneeroof the in-
terstate highways. Ilia impeemaity,
held well in cheek be a poil4r) we lilt 1),
suspected, makes him ,rresistlide iii
cate every nele of steam railroad
property. termMais, rolling stock,
and everything else' connected with
the serviee, As four-fifths of Its
corn of the world Is produced in the
United States there is 'interese i r the
statement that seventeen years of
corn crops like the one Of tele season
vroted retaare the banking power 01
.4-11‘ 4ile.".1•111k• WITOO-00I'0 his c-,Tire p' the world, bemiring mai-ea!, enerstettra
deposes and circulation.
• The order of the crop% front the
starutpoint of value wild surpriFe
It Isid.
No Imperial decign‘ 'have been un-
&4ad by his seardeleg 
"mettle*jIo Sorelgn complicattnns have en- ralinT, 'corn being followed by hay,
WINDING .t WATCH. •
Meattems Why it is Better Dime in
the aliening Rather Than
at eaglet.
"You wouldn't think," said a
watchmaker, "that it would make
any ditto:I-me. whether a watch is
wound up in the moening or at night,
but it does make considerable differ-
wound up at
warm pocket,
.1- and thus will be in a better condi-
tion to resist the disturbing move-
inert" of the beir,..r during the day-
time.
-"Beate gentelialya Tfr a Thorizootal
Position during the night and run-
ning with lees power, the horizontal
position in which the balanee rune
more freely, will operate to make
the length of the swing of the bal-
arkee wheel during the night as near-
ly as possible the !same as in the day-
time."-Nera York Sun.
MISS ASHFORD DENIES
That She Is Engaged to Marry Sen-
ator Henry G. Davis.
Wabiegton. Dec. 3.-"It et an
absolutely absurd story. I can't im-
agine how such a report could have
been circulated about Senator Davis
gad myself. It is without one word
of truth,"
. In this manner Miss Maud Ashford
denied today the report that she was
engaged to Senator Henry Craino-
way Davis, of West Virginia. She
was seen at her home, 918 Farsagut
Square. where she lives with her
morher. Miss Arreford seemed to
fear that the report might cause
some rupture in the frlendetelp
which has heretofore existed between
herself and Senator Davis two
daughters.
One of the latter, Mrs. Arthur Lee,
of 1741s Massachusetts avenue, an-
nounced that she had heard nothing
to warrant such a report.
WO (' I,D RIXY IV El t $4410,000.000
FROM THE RANK OF ENGLAND
London, Des-, e. 2--Acres-ding to the
St. Petersburg Bonnie Gesette the
Bane of England will be called upon
te re-pay a sum lodged In 1722, vehicle
at componne interest, now amounts
to $400,11(t0,000.
The deposit was, it is sale, mole
payable at sight and never has lieen
claimed. It 'was lodged by a local
governor in the lithe Russian detriet
north  Kieff. His iteme was Pren
tole, and he held office from 1722 to
1724. a e
Now a 'former prole-son ins con-
servatorium -named Ferbets ha-s re-
quested Thee representatives of forty
noble families, descendants and rela-
tives of PrOubotko, to meet in the
town of Starreleb. In little Russia. in
order to. agree upon measures to he
taken to procure $401e0.00,000 from
the Bank of England.
110.eTS
•
In Winter Quarters at Wahatthit,
• Burn to Waterer: pep..
Winona, Minn., Der. 3.--Four
Missiseippi river steamers in winter
(matters at Wabaehs, Minn.. burned
lasOnight. The total loss is $145.-
nee, The boats, together with the
losses follow:
Cyclone, $25,ene; Isaac Staples.
;$35:+00; J. W. Vaneant, $3,0,eree,
Marx B., $15.40e.
The cause of the fire is a mystery.
Tine fire started in the cabin of the
Isaac Staples and ROOD communicated
to the other veesels. The slea_mer
Lydia Vansant was the only boat ill
the yards that %rag saved.
Deligt Mime.
Somerset, Ky., Dec. 3.--The pas-
Repeal* depot of the Cineinnati. New
Orleans and Texas Pacific railroad ,
rtmrrtell tut- ftlittt. The lose is 1140,-
000.
Court-Alp makes lite brighter with
Ok, r-S"  
• 1100 Tnrrtt13. iblignaNellirat
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(Continued from last lame.)
CHAPTER XIX.
A Deal in Stocks.
The wolf-face, seamed with hatred
and anger, and hideous with evil pas-
sions, that bad glowered for a mo-
ment out of the finicky frame of the
Chinese den, was still haunting me as
I forced myself once more to return
to the offIce. Wednesday morning had
come, and I was due to meet Dodd-
ridge Knapp. But as I unlocked the
door, I took some comfort in the
reflection that I could hardly be more
unwilling to meet the Wolf than he
must be to meet me.
I had scarcely settled myself in my
chair when I beard the key turn in
the lock. The door swung open, and
in walked Doddridge Knape
I had thought to find at least some
trace of the opium debauch through
which I had gained the clew to his
strange and contradictory acts. But
the face before me was a mask that
showed no sign of the experiences
through which he had passed. For
all that appeared, he might have em-
ployed the time since I had left here
two days before in studying philoso-
phy and cultivating peace and good-
will with his neighbors.
'Ah, Wilton," he said, affably, rub-
bing his hands with a purring growl.
"You're ready for a bard day's work,
I hope."
' "Nothing would please me better,"
I said cheerfully, my repugnance
melting away with the magnetism of
his presence. "Is the black flag up to-
day?"
He looked at me in surprise for an
instant, and then growled, still In
good humor:
"'No quarter' is the motto to-day."
And I listened cher ;y as the King of
the Street gave his orders for the
morning.
"You untletatand_no•,". t,11,111t
the end of his orders, "that you are
to sell all tee Crown Diamond that
the market will take, and buy all
the Omega that you can get below one
hundred."
"I understand."
"We'll feed Decker about as big
a dose as he can swallow, I reckon,"
said the King of the Street, grimly.
'One thing," I said, "I'd like -to
know if I'm the only one operating
for yola." •
The Kineof the Street drew his
bushy brows down over his eyes and
scowled at me a moment.
"lettere the only one in the big
board," he said at last 'There are
men In the other boards, you under-
stand."
I thought I understood, and sallied
forth for the battle. At Dorldridge
Knapp's suggestion I arranged to do
my business through three brokers,
and added Lattimer and Hobart to
Walibridge, and 13ockatein and Epp-
tier.
' Bocksteln greeted me affably:
"Veigome to de marget vunce more,
Mr -, Mr. -"
"Wilton," said Eppner, assisting his
partner In his high, dry voice, with
cold civility. His blue black eyes re-
garded me as but a necessary part of
the machinery of commerce.
gave my orders briefly.
"Dot is a larch order," said Bock'
stein dubiously.
"You don't have to take it." I was
about to retort. when F.ppter's high-
pitched voice interrupted'
1 Every year it is the same
oldetory-we delay too long
ma-king our Ch r ist Inas tie:PC-
tknis, and we resolve to do.
-better -next season.
1,11 l•S Wee' Egrr
sEtx.c.rtoNs
ILE MADE EARLY. •
Let us de better this time.
Away back yonder last
spring we began 011T prepara-
tions for.Cheistinas, so we are
fully prepared now. and from
day to day will Rosiest )011 to
make pour selections.
-
Today wee direct 4 yea-ur et- rt
tention, to a spfended value in
a Moire-Silk line orneckwear
for 73e in beautify' patterns
in -brown, black, Mem, red, •
Igray, tame in holiday boxes.
1
This year when your money •
1Is worth so mlich to you, give
something useful.
"It's all right. The customary mar.
gin is ebougb."
Wallbridge was more enthusiastic.
"You've 'come just la the nick af
time," said the stout little'vian, swab-
bing his bald bead from force of
habit, though the morning was chill.
'The market has been drier•than a
fish-horn and duller than a foggy
mornitg."
lonelier and Hobart, after a polite
explanation of their rules in regard
to margins, and getting a certified
check, became obsequiously anxious
to do my bidding.
I distributed the business with such
judgment that I felt pretty sure our
plaits could not in any way be ex-
eosed, and took my place at the rail
In the board room.
The opening proceedings were com-
earatively tame. I detected a sad
falling-off In the quality and quantity
of lung power and muscular activity
among the buyers and sellers In the
pit.
At the call of Confidence, Lattimer
anti Hobart began feeding shares to
;he market. Confidence dropped five
oints in half a minute, and the pit
began to wake up.
Tbere was a roar and a growl that
showed me the animals were pelt
alive. . --
The Decker forces were taken by
surprise,' but with a hasty consultation
came gallantly to the rescue of their
ere- 77ar Jar( •12,7 cr4P•773".,wre
.--14 the ekes* .1- the es41 they
had forced it back and one point high-
er than at the opening.
This, however, was but a skirmish
of outposts. The fighting began at
the call of-Crown and Diamond.
It opened at 15.3. The first bid was
hardly made when with a belipw Wall-
bridge charged on Decker's broker,
filled his bid, and offered a thousand
shares at G2.
There was an answering roar from
A hundred throats and a mob rushee
on Wallbridge with the apparent in-
tent of tearing him limb from limb.
Wallbridge's offer was snapped up at
once, but a few weak-kneed holders
of the stock threw small blocks on
the market.
These were taken up at once, and
Decker's brokers were biding 65.
At this Eppner gave a blast like a
cornet, and, waving his arms fran-
tically plunged into a small-sized riot.
I had entrusted him with 5.000 shares
of Crown and Diamond to be sold for
the best price possible, and he was
feeding the opposition judiciously
The price wavered for a moment, but
rallied and, reached 66
At this I signaled to Wallbridge,
and with another bellow he started
an opposition riot on the other side
of the room from Eppner, and fed
('rown Diamond in lumps to the howl-
ing forces of the Decker combination.
The battle was raging furiously.
There was a final rally of the Deck-
er fosees, and the call closed with
Crown Diamond at €3. I had sold 12,-
000 shares.
I was pleased at the result. Dodd-
ridge Knapp had intrusted me with
the shares with the remark: "I paid
50 for 'ern and they're not worth a
tinker's darn. I gof an inside look at
the mine when I was in Virginia City.
Feed Decker all he'll take fit60. He's
bees fooled on the thing, and I reckon
hell buy a geo4 lot of them at that."
I had Fold Doddridge Kna.pp's en-
tire lot of the stock at an average of
over 65, had nettesf him a profit of
$15 a share, and had, for a second pur-
pose, served the plan of campaign by
drawing the enemy's rasources to the
defense of Crown Diamond and weak-
ening, by so much, his power of op-
erating elsewhere.
By the time Omega was reached I
had the plans full In band.
The assault on Crown diamond had
caused a nervous feeling all along the
line, and under rumors of a bear raid
there had been a drop of several
points.
Omega felt tri, result of the bele-
otu 7sn5ess and depression, and openeda
There was a moment's buzz-the
quiet of a crowd expectant of great
events. Then Wallbridge charged
into the throng with a roar. I could
not distinguish his words, but I
knew that be was carrying out my
order to drop 6,000 shares on the
market.
(To be continued in next Issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you leelbetter. Lax-Fro
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-beck plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
Torpedo Hose Starts,
Norfolk. Va.. Dec. 3.-The United
States torpedo boat destroyers
Whipple, Truxton, Lavrrence, Hull
Hopkins and Stewart, composing the
second torpedo flotilla, and preced-
ing to the Pacifie coast the United
States battleatelp jeauadron 'under
Rear Admiral Evans, which sails
two weeks hence, departed finally
from .Hampton Roads at 9;05 o'cloek
this morning on their 15.001J-mils






Animals Are Healthier Because of Strong
Digestive Apparatus.
An inzereeting interview was ro
eently obtained with L. T. Cooper,
the young man whose theory and
a-edict/les have created such a sensa-
tion during the past )'ear.
Mr. Cooper, in speaking of the re-
markable success of his medicine,
had this to say on, the subjetet: "Ma
nledecine regulates the stomach. That
is why it is suceesefue The hamlen
stomach today has become, degener-
ate, and is the cause for name. ial
health. In the hoge. teeeirog, and
the wild animals generally, you set,
no nerve exhaustion, no Ironic de-
bility. They are not shut tap daa
after day- with 'practically MO exer-
cise, and they are not able to stuff
t hernse:ves wile food when their
bodies 'have net had enough work to
ittattfy it, The human race has been
'Ming this for years, and look at the
result - e ale the people ere complain-
ing of poor health, not real illness-
just a half-sick, tired. droopy feelltg.
fhey don't really know what 19 the
matter with them.
"I know that all the trouble it,
(-auger(' by weak, overworked stet-n-
oes. I 'have proved this with my
medicine to many' thousands of peo
pie in most of the leading cites"; ot
this country. I expect to do the same
thing en Europe next year. This Is
the real reason for the demand for
my preparation."
Among those who have recently
hen converted to Cooper's theory is
Mr. Monroe Brown, of 8 Hancock
st Winchester, Mass. Mr Brown
liii th.s io say of his experience with
the new medeine; "For over seven
years I suffered with catarrh of the
etomace, and for the past year I was
lame with rhetimatiem. I attributed
this to my stomitch trouble, as my
circulation was eery poor. What food
I ate would turn to gas almost at.
once. I wouiel have a sensation of
bloating, aed would have to beliei
frequently to relieve this. My heart
also -became affected, and I would
suddenly become dizzy and have pal-
pitations. I was tired and dull and
despondent at all times. I lost e
great deal of flesh, and was nervena
and depressed. This went on for over
seven years, although I spent htue
(keels of dollars trying to get relief.
"When, Cooper wAs la Boston I
heard a good deal about his ideas on
stomach trouble, Next, one or two
friends told me that his' medicines
had greatly helped them. I pur-
ceased some of the New Discovery
medicine. Today I am perfectly well
I sleep like a boy, can eat anything
and .have 110 rheumatism or heart
trouble. I no longer have any gas on
my stomach, and fell as I did years
ago. No one could be more aston-
ished by these facts than myself.
They are remarkable, -but true. This
Is indeed a wonderful medicine."
The Cooper preparations have been
more widely sold and discussed since
being Introduced than anything of
the kind ever before sold by drug-
gists. We sell them and explain their
nature.-W. B. McPherson.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer-George A. Lewis; Franke
'ore J. D. Bakiridge. Louisville; W.
S.. Snow, Murray; C. S. Raymond
teleago; W. B. Ryon, Memphis; J.
M. Robbins, Jackson, Tenn.; Sam H.
llerris, Nashville; W. A. Cunning-
ham, Si, Louis; J. H. Downard,
Louisville,
Belvelere--Joho Dub', Pittsburg;
W. M. Taylor, Centralia. III.; 'Ha T
erizard, Nashville; C. 'C. eHearlea.
Woodstock: D, 0. Ta leo( t, Lou :
at Wrigh4a St. Louis; J. la. Eu-
eg. Denver; Harold Schrader, Mur-
ray.
New Richmond---J. R. Smith, Fun
•on; H. H. Davis, Preis, Term.; J.
3. Wills, New Albany; C. 8. Gorman,
eouisville; D. F. Edwards, Klesburg,
lay.; James T. 'Moreland, Cairo: R.
J. Vance, Oeden,
The Coin Motto.
We agree with Preside* RomaineIt
that the impoeition of a sacred motto
ea so uneacred a thing as money is
n a certain settee sacrilgeou.s. We
•an realize just haw improper it Is
hV trupposing that we found "In God
We Trust," printed on a box of sar-
dines. or "God Is Our Refuge" on a
bettle of sauce. or "Nearer My God
•o Thee" on a cake of soap. The
tore memtion Of ouch a juirtarpositeon
-hocks us. Yet soap and sauce and
sardines ere all useful articles, and
are much more highly spoken of than
gold or elver. both of which enjoy
4.'
• i
a rather questionable reputation. We
agree with the president that the re-
meval of a saered motto from that
which the Scriptures pronounce the
root of ald eve is something that
Qom el- be Alone le -014- --peopeietle,-- -la--
stead of being sacrilegious, at is ex-
artly the reverse. At any rate. It is
nothing to raise a huleabano about,
-Memphis Oommeneel-Appeal.
Chrople kickers keep hammering
away until they finally- kaock theme
selves but.
The Body Merely NI-whine.
The-e are Jut any number of dire
eases in which the Osteopathic is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at all,
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
more readtly to 'the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic head-
aches, partial paralysis and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first principals of Osteopathy it is
easily to see why this is b co.
Osteopathy is a scientific syste:n
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the body-simply manipulation
by which it restores structural nor-
mantra Tea body is a machine ran
by unseen forces called life, and that
it may run harmoniously it is neces-
sary that there be liberty of blood,
nerves and arteries from the gene-
rating point to destination. This is
what' os.teopathy does-gives liberty
to the blood, nerves and arteries.





Is the pleasure and luxury of many.
We have a full and complete line of
Briar and Meerechaum pipes, Meer-
sehaurn cigar holders, cigar and to-
batoo jars, fine tobaccos, cigars in
holiday packager, pouches, etc.
THE SMOKE HOltsg,
222 Broadway,
P R 0 NO UNC ED CHARACTER
of a highly matured whiskey




The governmont stamp will so indi-






















































Twenty-five pieces of plain and figured
Silkoline in all colors, worth 12 1-2c to 15c.




-For Dr. Pendley riog 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, oateopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone lite.
-We have east received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
• signs. Brunaon's, 529 Broadway. ,
-We give, you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Deaf
Sun who .wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
quired as 11.441F4114 4a his business and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pee-
ton.
-Skates for the rink, plain steel
retier and balebearing roller, any
size, reasonable prices, at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-Order your engraved calling
cards for Christmas and Christmas
gifts from The Sun at once. 100
cards and plate $1.2e.
'-For numbering machines, band
deters, rubber type and stencils of all
Muds. call on The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115 South Thtrd. Phones 358.
-Place your orders for wedding
in•Itations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-10.0 visiting cards and plate for
$1.20 at The Sun, special prices for
the holidays. •
supplies, all keels-
wheat. cracked corn, mixed •bee feed.
. . Yopp Seed Co., 124 South Sec-
ears. W. 0. Duroh, 1621 Madison
street.
li-
weil meet tomorrow afternoon with
-The Lutheran Ladies' society
-The Sun is showing the prettiest
lines of fancy stationery for the-ho
ond. Old phone 243.
days you will see anywhere. Give
your order at once, for Christmas.
-Grace church will have a bazaars
dinner end supper at 217 Broadway
Saturday, December 7.
All menthers of Evergreen Grove
are requested to be present at the
nreeting Wednesday afternoon at 2
o'clock. Election of officers. Lorna
Sachet
Powder
will add greatly to
that Xmas gift or
box you are prepar-
ing. We have all
odors and all grades









ybe stewards .aud preachers of
tlie Paducah district. literalist lepis-
copai church, south, convened this
morning at the Broadway Methodist
church, to plan the work for the.
year. The Rev. J, W. Blackard, D.
D., presided.
At the meeting of the district
stewards, 9 to 11 o'clock, the presid-
ing elder's salary was fixed at $2,100
an increase of $100. This was a
i compliment to Dr. Blackard at the
.instance of the stewards, and was not'sought by him. The salary and all
Ithe connectional claims of the dis-trict were apportioned to the differ-
leDt churches of the district. The
istewards present were;
S. W. Jackson, A. A. Webb, H. J.
_n  lZesteture -Lee, Hub-
bard, J. M. Kemp, F. M. Kelly, S.
M. Wilkerson, H. J. Wright R. 41.
Dean, J. M. Fezzelt T. E. Ford, C.
W. Morrison.
At 11 o'clock the Rev, T. J. Mc-
Gee of Clinton circuit, preached a
sermon on "The Preacbet's Work;
Its Importance and His Equipment.'
It was a logieal. earnest &scourge
Tonight at 7:15 o'clock there will
be a sermon delivered by the Rev.
W. D. Pickens, of Barlow. This will
be follow* by a general discussion
"What I Hope to Do for the Lord
This Year." led by the Rev. T. J.
Owen. The public is ineted to ati
tend this service.
Elephants War to the Death.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 3.-As the re-
stilt of a duel over a bale of hay be-
tween "Roger," a 20-year-old male
elephant, and "Ltl," b ie companion,
at the Beetock arena, le latter was
killed and the former seriously in-
jured.
e'hon Trainer Miller went to feed
the elephants he put a bundle of hay
between them. Each elephant reached
for It, but "LIU' got It and the male
seemed to go crazy.. He rushed at
"Lie" who fought him savagely for' a
time and injured him. but 4Rogees"
greater strength told. He finally,
'raised "del" off her feet and threw 
her from the stage.
As she fell her 'bode, welch weigha
three tone, struck the sharp corner
of the preeer•ting stand, Infecting an
injury from which she died.
"Roger" himself is badly injured,
but is trumpeting loudly.
Fearing Hunter's Begs Aid.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.. Dec. 3.--
Every time Wenzel Miketth saw a
shadow he thought it a hunter. When-
ever a twig snapped he fancied an
amateur sportsman was about to. are.
When the dark form of a domestic
cow was but dimly seen In the under-
brush Mikeeh again grew frightened.
Fearful Of being shot for a deer,
Mikeeli who. is a farmer near here,
l
aepealed to the authorities (or pee
tection. He saes he Is weary of being
erased by bullets, and that It is not
eafe for tem to leave his own deer-
ttep.
Negro Gives Race New Code.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 3.-1( the ne-
er° wishes to advance hie race, lie
must behave 'himself in street care,
r.aid Prof. Arthur D. Lantgotort the
solored principal of the Dumas
wheel, to delegates of the Mianouri
Negro Republican league. He saki
no negro slimed occupy a seat whirr
a white woman stands erre "dirty
negroes ehould not be allowed On the-
mes at all."
Dr. Langston said the street car Is
lee, for in them the two race* are
life, for in them the two races are




THE PAD UCAH EVENING SUN
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club met ID reguler
weekly ueag10111 this morning at the
Railroad Notes. 
I VI The Pekin, Peoria and Rooming-
ton Interurban Railway company cer-
tified to the secretary of state to die-
solution of corporation and surren-
dered Its charter.
The Western, of Alabama railway
secured an order from Judge Jones,
of the United States -court restrain-
ing theetate from enforcing any of
Carnegie library. The beginning of the new rate regulation laws of the
the "Flykeee Invasion" of Egypt was retell( session of the legisiature.
discussed very comprehensively by It is learned at Shawnee, Ok.. that
Mrs. •Merrow and Miss Lowry. the Frisco railroad has been able to
finance the route recently surveyed
northeast from Shawnee to Okmul-
Executive Board Meeting,
The executive board of the wo- gee. By arrangenfervt with the bank-
man's club will nreet Weduseday ers In New York they will be able to
morning at 10 o'clock at the Nub prooure $100,000 per month until the
house, 608 Kentucky avenue, in regu- line is oompleted for construction
lar lei-weekly sessien. were It will be under way inside of
a month.
A. S. Haines is appointed district
passenger agent of the llllnoi.s Cen-
tral at Nashville, Tenn., vice F. R.
Wheeler, deceased.
- D. ('. Chapter.
The Paducah, chapter, United
Daughters of the Confederaces is
meeting this afternoon with Mrs.
Luke Ruseell, 2001 Jefferson boule-
vard. It is the regular meeting for
December.
Sans Souci flute
Mrs. AiledesAaiteraft is bootees to
the Rana Souci club 't on Thursday,
afternoon at her home, 1919 Broad-
way.
To Entertain Lodge.
Mr. and' Mrs. Joseph Borrds wil.
entertain the Rebekae lodge Wetimes-
day evening at their home, 1341
South Ninth street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. King, of Mur-
ray, were in the city last night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thomas' and
Miss Tema Manning, of St. Louis, re-
turned from Louisville early this
morning.
Mrs. Henry Hand and daughter,
Mrs. Fred Hassrnan, left today for
Louisville to visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Irvin, who
have been visiting their daughter,
Mrs. R. F. Van Doen, of Cochran
apartments, have returned to their
home in Knoxville.
MT. and Mrs. William Eades and
children, Neve and Dow, 930 Jeffer-
son street. left today for Texas to
visit relatives. They eel be away
until after Christmas. Miss Edna
Eadse will spend the holidays In
Green ville, Xy., where she will be
Joined by her sister, Miss Anna Bashes
who is at school in liopkinsville.
T. B. Little, of Fort Worth, Tex.,
who lived in Paducah 65 years ago,
Is at the Palmer House.
Rim Virginia Newell returned this
afternen from Parts, Tenn.
Dr. Polk, of New Orleans. returned
to hie practice today after an extend-
ed visit with his parents in this city
Miss Mary Lou Roberts returned
with Mes Blanche Hies to Paducah
',there she eel visit friends for sev-
eral week s. --J ace eon Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Fuqua and Mrs.
Eulah Feereon., who have been Visit-
ing relatees in this city. returned to
their home in Canton.
Mrs. John G. Miller went to
Crider to spend a few days with relate
eves.
Miss Veronica. Flynn, of Minne-
apolis. Mien., is the guest of her
cousin, Mrs. H. W. Katterjohn, of
Jones street.
Mrs. Otho Pewee. of Fourth and
Moneoe streets, went to Chicago this
morning to *peer the holidays.
Meters. George Downs and Warren
Swan, of Murray, are in the city to-
day.
Miss Ethel Morrow left last night
for New York to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Dixon Watts, and cousin, Mrs. Ethel
Watts-Mumford Grant.
Mrs. David M. Floernoy arrived
home this morntng from St. Joeep),
Mo., where she has been for several
weeks visiting her sister, Mrs. J. M.
Berns.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thornae and
Miss Tees Milliliter have returned
from a visit to Louisville.
etre Estelle Carnahati and little
daughter, Clara, of Marion. Ky., are
visiting Mfrs. J. M. Gilbert, 114S
Broadway.
Fortune Telling.
lertvila Ramonda, Gypsy fortune
teller,' tells you everythine, you want
'o knew. Commit Ranionda. Ladies
15 cents; gentlemen. 50 cents. Camp
it end of Rowlandtown car line.
Hours 10 a. m. to 9.p. m. Electric
lights, courteous attentive.
- - --- -
The schools will dismiss on the
._.veteltte .of Decetribee 21e-for tire
Christmas holidays and siuil not con-
vene tnntil January 6, giving the pu-
pils twelve days' vacation.
No matter %here you
live within the circula-
tion of The Sun we can
supply you with every-
thing for men and boys'
wear at a price that will
satisfy you.
If you cannot call we
can serve you by mail or
express.
Let us know your
wants and we'll give you
the right styles.









There is a young fellow in Pitts-
burg who will undoubtedly "get
aloeg." although, as yet he has not
succeeded in amassing vast wealth.
In fact, he receives a weeke wage of
$15. He is, however, an extremely
good-looking and entertaining young
man, and not long ago succeeded in
making such an Impression upon the
daughter of a well-to-do manteactur-
er that it was decided between them
that he "should met pap." This he
proceeded to do. and, to his serprise,
was received not unkindly.
"Well, let's see, my boy," the old
man remarked, pushing up his glass-
es, "What Is your annual income?"
"Well, sir, I should estimate It at
$2.000,," the yc•ung man replied.
"Well-not so bad, not so bad."
the old man said. "That, added to
her interest at 4 per vent, on the
$50.000 I have always said I would
settle upon Mary at her marriage.
would give iyou $4,000. You should
be able to get along.
sir, to tell the truth." the
young man interrupted, -I took the
liberty of figuring that interegt into
my eatImate."-Harper's Weekly.
Suit for Divorce.
Suit for, divorce was filed today
by Meek Crow against :11)rtle Crow.
abanddnment being alleged by th,
husband.
Court Notes.
Mrs. H. Chapin, who has been
conducting a millinery department at
the Eiey dry goods store, 216 Broad-
way, made an assignment yesterday
for the benefit of her creditors. Roe-
we Reed was named as assignee.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie has col-
lected $150,976.53 in state and coun-
ty taxes during the past year. Set-
tlements have been made with hoe,
the county fiscal court and the state
auditor.
DEMOCRATIC CONLMITTEE.
Tom Taggart Calls It Together in
Washington. December 12.
Washington, Dec. 3.-Thomas Tag
gart, chairman of the Democratic na-
tional committee to meet e at the Arl-
ington at noon Dec. le. The com-
mittee will select the time and place
for holding the next Democratic na
tional convention.
The Republican national commit-
tee will meet on the Saturday prev-
ious, the 7th, and also select a tire
and place for holding the lieput
can national convention.
Man and Boy Drowned.
Plaquemine, La , Dec. 3.- J
Trepagnier, a jeweler; Joseph e
Landry, a foundry superintends!
and Moses Blumenthal. a 1S-ycar-e
boy, were drowned in Bayou Flags
'Ilene Sunday, morning as the r -
of the capsizing of their boat s
making a short turn. They a
racing with home friends in anotie
boat, but found that thee boat
too heavily loaded, and turned in!,)
the bank while the boat was still go-
ing pretty fast.
Political Feud Ends in Death.
Oxford, Miss.. Dec. 3.-li ,E. 4:4•4„,us N.,„ Dec
Profits Ily t'attish's Habits.
fIraveg 411-61 and- IRred- -37 W.- 
Debtor John.-oil's secret -of how he has sue-
at Taylor's. seven miles south of Ox- cereal in catching eat fish from It.. oletrerererrer•r•rereree4
ford, this afternoon. Graves Is mar-
s 
Passaic river when the other fiahe
hal of Taylor's, and the killing was 
.
men could not get any is out.
done in front of Graves' store. The 
two men had been on bad terms since
last August, when they oPPosed each pipe,
depths of the water a length of stove-
Johnson was seen to .pull from the
one end of which was clotted.
other for magistrate in the primary 
election., and the culmination of the
trouble was no great surprise to the
eitizens. In one of his epeettes last
summer Graves charged Debtor with
shooting crape claiming that Debtor






Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.
29,375 Hours of Your Life
in the newt twenty-
five years will be
spent at the table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER.
will do much to
make thoze thous-




plated ware has the
style and appear-
ance of the best
Sterling. It is ar-
tistic and yet
plated, and each piece will
THE AVALON PATTERN
is more than triple
last a lifetime.
61,
HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.:
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
r4E1111M11111111
FOR SALE-Three show cases
and two counters; 11.5 South Second
FOR RENT-Four loom fiat,
Faints and Drowns in Tub.
Ossining, N. Y., Dec. 3. -Charles
b. Ferguson. Jr.. of New York, was
drowned in a bathtub at his home
early today. Last night he was bath-
ing when his wife retired. Several
hours later Mrs. Ferguson awoke and
found the body. The coroner decid-
ed that Ferguson had fainted and his
head slipped below the water Per-
guaon had been married two months.
Wants Whialty in Grave.
Phineas G. Wright has had his
grave reopened at Putnam to place a
case of whisky beside the coffin,
which has been in the crave more
than a year waiting for Weight's oc-
cupancy. He Is seventy-live years
old. Several years ago Wright caus-
ed a granite block to be placed over
the grave with his bust carved on it.
The cut of the whiskers did not please
him, and he caused the sculptor to
rim the stone enough to conform to
his haireute adornment. The inscrip-
tion below the name reads: "Going,
hut know not where --New Haven
Cor. Chicago Record-Herald.
Gift of Blood is of No Avail.
Philadelehe, Pa., Deseseee-The
sacrifice of John Gray, of this city,
in giving nine ounces of his blood t,
serve the life of Isabella Kenned
proved vain, for she died! this ,morr
erg in the Methodist hospital. The
identity of Gray, who is a Phaladet
Wen-, wak kept secret- until' today.
When Gray heard of the death of
Miss Kennedy he was deeply affected.
Jackson Morris Coming Home.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3..--Jack-
son Morris, of Kentrieky, resigned h:s
position in the internal revenue le
reau today to take a place time
Governor Willeow. It is under/ens,'
that if he is not made adjutant ger,
eral he will h`tr aewrinted essistate
secretery of stye.
Were unhappy.
New York, Dec. 3.--Five years of
unkappy married, life of Peter Vogel
and wife ended some Mile bast night,
when Vogel shot his wife and then
sent a bullet Into his brain. The
bodies were found today .by the
pollee.
Chicago, Doc. it. esEpluraim Ban-
ning, junior partner of the Law firm
of Banning & Banning, and one of
Chicago's leading attorneys, died last
night from injuries suffered in a fall
from a street car Novernixe 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Wee Wenn are
daughter. Viiria, Of Texas. are th.
guests of Mrs. Sneed, of 1218 TeL-
besinee street.
Mrs George. I. Barrett. of 1201
South Sixth street, has been removed
to Revereide hoepeal for an operation.
Use Sun Want Ads,-Hest results.
From the pipe he extracted two cat-
flab.
'Catfish," Johnson said, "don't like
daylight, preferring the darkest holes
they can find. I furnish them with
dark holes to hide in, that's all."
Distiller Takes Own Life.
Reading. Ps., Dee. 3.--S. V. Nagle.
larrete.dent of the Miller Pure Rye Dis-
till! n g co inpan y , at Wornelisdrcrrf. 
Pa , was found in his office here shot
tereugh the head. A pistol lay by his
side His self-destruction is attrib-
uted to worry over financial trouble*.
Before his residence in Woolen"-
dere Nagle lived In Breoklyre N. Y.,
and Chicago. He was about 55 years
of age and was widely known in the
liquor trade.
Nagle at the time of his suicide
was under bail on the charge of libel.
Tillnisn's Sion Is a Miner.
garthage, Mo.. Dec. 3 -Benjamin
Tillman, Jr.. son of the South Caro-
lina senator, Is now a miner in the
southwestern 'Miseouri district. Young
Tilknan began work yesterday. - He
creme here fast week to visit his
emeire J. B. Tillnran. caught the
"mining fever," and concluded to en-






that's part of our business;.
seeing that you get the right
clothes, for you; the fit per-
fect, the style right. We're
not simply trying to sell you
some clothes-any kind-and
get your money. We want
you to have the right thing-
for you.
We sell and recommend
Roxboro clothes because they
ARE right, in every way;
when we get a man into such
clothes we know he's eer-
reale dressed.








't our I lot bier for 30 Years.
WANT ADS.
Subscribers ins••rtiug aunt ails la
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for
when the ad Is inserted. tto• rule ap-
plying to every one without excel).
lion.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR beanie; and stovewood ring
437 P'. Levin.
FOR Dia wtoim, old phone
2361.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair. Apply at this office.
WAN'TED--Table boarders. 212
South Fourth.
PARTNER wanted moving picture
show. Address F., Cane Sun.
WANTED-$e20°, gilt edge se-
curity. Address C.. care Sun.
FOR SALE-A pony at a bargain.
1640 Clay.
FOR SALE---One top wagon and
harness. Tully Livery Co,
FOR SALE--Casartes for sale, 321
South Third street.
FOR RENT-Four room cottage
Sixth and Boyd. $9 per month. Ap-
ply next door..
FOR RENT-Furnished room, all
modern convenience,. Apply 615
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498.
J. E. MORGAN horse shrikes.
general repairing, rubber tires, 41)8
South Third.
FOR RF.NT- Tier ere-en -reente-orte
'story frame cottage at 333 North
eeve•n t h. Apply to Dr. J. G. _Brooks.
ii-NTED--- To rent house or cot-
tage by, permanent tenant. Address
l'. G. M., care Sun.
THE Perfection_ Oil Heater-azd
Ray° Lamps advertised in this paper
ire sold only by Noah's Ark.
F-OR RENT-4  furnished rooms
1123 Broadway; $15. Ring 821
2973. old phone.
FOR REST-Furnished rooms for
idit housekeeping, 302 Smith Sixth
eld phone 1838.
HORSE-For sale or trade for lot.
Wes Troutman., 705 South Thini
;-rreet.
WANTED--Position as bookkeep
,q• or, assistant bookkeeper. Good
references. F. C. care The Sun.
FOR RENT-A suite of furnis.hee
rooms-to gentlemen. Over 'version &
Wallace's erug store, Seventh and
Waahington streets. . _
GO and have a peer of pants made
to order for $7.0e. Goods' guaran-
teed. Solomon, Taller, 113 South
T-h I rd street.
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM for.
chapped and rough skin, made by
Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutz's
candy store.
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the-
Wail, 111% South Third street, for
chile-conscarne, tamales and sand-
wiches of all kinds.
_ _
FOR RENT--Ohe six-room cot-
tage, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
rn conveniences. Phone 254.
,e son ten entea I
s-ixFthO.R RENT One nicely 
furnishedTeem. mourn
 Meals furnisheilesei4alreas 414 North
FOR RENT-Four room fiat with
bath, front and back porches, t al:g.
etc., upstairs: No. 1440 Broadway.
L. D. Sanders,
Third and Tennessee. Phone 222,
NICE FURNISHED room with all
modern eon tren fences. Geist Isms
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky Ave.
LOST Large; almost square,
c.ameo belt pin. Return to The Bus,
for reward.
WAXTIED-To room and board
married- couple. Apply to 1249
Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE-First class heating
and cook wood. Mulberry posts at
the mouth of Island creek. See Baker,
on land, or phone 2950.
FOR RENT-A two-story tram..
residence on Jefferson street, one-half
block from Fountain avenue. Apply
to W. II. Greer.
FOUNDs-A mulch cow, dark red.
with white spots and white feet.
Owner can get same by calling
t121 South Seventh street, Addle
Dobeon.
FARM FOR SALE cheap. 22 IC.704
of land on the southeast side of
where the N., C. & St. L. It R. creas-
es Island creek, will be sold to party
making best offer for same. See
Magistrate John Thompson or Jobs
J. Belch. 119 South Fourth street.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed
Work -galled for and delivered. Ons
trial betel I ask. James Duffy, Soett
Ninth street. near Broadway. Mena
338-a.
WANTED--For U. 8, army Able:
bodied unmarried-Men-between agate
of 21 and 35; citizens of the Untred
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
r
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For informatele
apply to Recruting Officer. New Ree-
mend House. Paducah. HT. -0
- ---
. Will Stick to Football.
Ph i hide ith i a . Dec. :1.-Swart-
more college will reject the Cleo'',
'we offered it by Miss Anna 3:-airs,
the eccentric Quakerees, who be-
queathed that amount to the linden-
ti upon condition that It give up
all intereollegiate athletic contests,
and particularly all football.
Gold Engagements.
New York, Dee. 3 -An (meagre
ment of $1,5410,0041 gold abroad for
import to the United States was an-
nounced today by lettere fereres
This makes total engagements of





Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec. 3.-Miss
Aeries Templeton, the only white wo-
man missionary at Valverde, Rio
Arriba county, was brutally murder-
ed yesteiday either by Mexicans or
Indians. An unconfirmed report_
sate that Miss Templeton was as-
emitted before being put to death.
David Martinez Sanchez is under ar-
rest as a suspect.
Is Aoki to Stay?
Washing-ton. Dec. 3.--It Is gener-
ally believed that Ambassador &ale
will not return. Root refused to dis-
cus!** the matter. Second Seeresary
Ilanthars, of the Japanese ambastee
said if Aoki has been recalled for
good he does not know it.
Rnfroft.--re.--e-:. ekes 3,-The Put -
man company's big paint Whop tnirnel
last night. Twenty-one Pullman cars
were destroyed. loss $400,000. The
flames are suppoved to have started
from an electric wire..
neweresetto
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PRESIDENT'S MES- I
le done under inodern tousluess condi-
Coetinned from Page One lions so that the law itself, provides
that its own infraction must be the. _
condition precedent upon business suc-
cess. To alut at the accomplishment
t of too much usually nmans.the
plishment of too little and often the do-
t lug of poeitive damage.
Not Repeal, but Amendment.
;
t I The antitrust law should not be re-
peeled, but it should be made both
) more eflicieut and more In harmony
with actual conditions. It should be
f o amenden as to fcrbid only the kind
of combination which doea harm to the
. general public, such amendment to be
accompanied by or to be an Incident of
grant of supervisory power to the
government over these big concerns
engaged in interstate business. This
shoutfl_ be accompanied by provision 
At
for the compulsory publication of ac-
counts and e subjection-of books and
papers to the inspection of the gov-
ernment ofncials. A beginning has al-
ready been made for such supervisiou
_ , beet-Med the uattlonal banks. In the -of Anierienu pvticy. • The question' the mine, of those who feel mat ilem
keep on the statute books a law %WOW , recent nuiduess meets it is noteworthy should be approached purely from a rights are being invaded and their lib-'natty in the Interest of public morality _ateme institutions which failed were . business standpoint, both the time and erty of action and of epeech unwatn
SAGE TO CONGRESS 
that really puts a premium upou mit?
lie immorality__ by-undertaking to for- 
I instftutious which were not under the the manner of the change being such mutably restrained emitinues likewise
supervision anti control of the national as to arouse the miuitmen of agitation to geow. aftwea of the attack on the
hid bone-sTmen from doing what must use of the process Of injunctiou is
wholly without warraut, but I am con-
strained to express the belief that for
some of it there le warrant. This ques-
tion is becoming one of prime impor-
tance, and unless the courts will deal
with It in effective manner it is cer-
tain ultimately to demand some town
of legislative netion. It would be most
unfortunate for our social welfare if
we should oertnit many honest and
la* abiding citizens to feel that they
had just cause for regarding our courts
with hostility. I earuestly commend
to the attention of the cougness this
!natter, so that some way may be tie
vieed which will limit the abuse of in-
junctions and protect those right);
which from time to time it unwarrant-
ably invades. Moreover, discontent is
often expressed with the use, of the
process of Injunction by the courts.
not °illy in labor disputes, but where
state laws are concerned. I refrain
front diecuselon of this question as ;
am informed that it will soon receive
the consideration of the supreme court.
The powess of injunction is au es-
nential adjunct of the court's doing its
enrk Weil, and as preventive bigesurtei
are always letter than retnedial the
wise use of this process Is from eyery
standpoint comenennatie. Bat where
it is rechlterly or tranevessemily used
tlm abuse should be censured. -above
ail by the very men who are properly_
anxious to prevent any eaort to shear
the courts of this necessary power
the court's decision must be final. The
protest is only against the t•Aaluct of
Individual judges In needlessly aunt+
paling such (Mai decision or in the
tyrannical use of whet Is nominally n
temporary Injunction to accomplish
what is in fact u permanent decision.
The prominent urges the passage of a
model employers' liability act nor the
Inistrict of Columbia and the territories
Ao-entouniee etn-poretians to treat in-
emed wagewerkens better. Ile m-
ete:neatly indorses the eight hour day.
The prestdent urges the states to
tight the child and women labor evil
•
comes not only upon them, but upon
the innocent whom they have misled.
It is a painful awakening, whenever
occurs, and naturally when it does oc
cur those who suffer are apt to forge
that the longer It was deferred th
more painful it would be. In the error
to punish the guilty it is both wise and
proper to endeavor so far as posaibl
to minimize the distress of those whr
have beeu misled by the guilty. Yet i
Is not possible to retrain because o
such distress from striving to put an
end to the misdeeds that are the MU
mute causes of the suffering and, as a
means to this end, where possible to
-mesh those responsible for them
There may be boniest differences of
opinion as to many governmental poll
cies, but surely there can is. no such
differences as to the need of tintiin- it
lug perseverance in the war against
successful dishonesty.
Interstate Commence. ley the establishment of the bureau of
No small part of the trouble that we corporations.
have conies from carrying to an ex- 4 The antitrust law should not prohibit etutgment on such a mutter.
combinations that do' no injustice to Those who feat from any reason the 
that it was not evaded by the verytreme the national virtue of self re-11-
anew of independence In initiative the publii. still the-existence thosethe-exist extension of redden 'tent-ley 
" 
men whom it was most desirable to
and action. It is wise to conserve this of which Is on the w r hole o benefit well to study the history not on•-ilyi. tl et 
have faxed. Nevertheless a graduated
virtue anti to provide for Its fullest income tax of the proper type wouldto the public. But eveu if this feature the national banking, net, but of the be a desirable leature of federal taut-exercise compatible with seeing that of the law were abolinduel there would pure food law, and notably the meat Won, and it is to be hoped that oneliberty does not become a liberty to remain as an equally objectionable tea- Inspection new recently enacted. The
wrong others. Unfortunately this is tu.ey be devised which the supremelure the difficulty and delay now inci- pure food law was opposed so violent-
the kind of liberty that the lack of all dent to its enforcement The govern.
effective regulation inevit: My breeds. went must now submit to irksome and
The founders of the must' onion Pro' 'repeated delay before obtaining a final
vided that the national is merunient decision of the courts upon proceedings
should have complete and sole control instituted, and even a favorable de-
nt interstate commerce. There was wee may mean an empty victory.
then practically no interstate business Moreover. to attempt to control these
• save such as was conducted by water:, corporations by lawsuits means to Em-
end this the national government at lose upon both the department of
once proceeded to regulate in thorough- justice and the courts an impossibte
going and effective fashion. Conditions Minden. It is not feaelble to carry on
have now so wholly changed that the Inure than a limited number of such
interstate commerce by weter is insig suits. Such a law to be really effec-
athcalif compared with the alownoT tive must of course be administereil
that goes by land, and almost all big by an executive body and not merely
business concerns are now engaged in by means of laksults. The design
Interstate commerce. As a result it can should be to prevent the abuses luci•
be but partially and imperfectly com ;Mut to the creation of unhealthy and
trolled on regulated by the antlou of Improper combinations instead of wait -
any one of the several states, such ac-
tion imeitahly tending to he
too drastic or else too lux and in eitber
case ineffective for tourpeses ;if juetlee.
Only the national government can in
th  fo.1 • t
needed control. This does not mean
that there should be any exteusion of
federal authority, for such authority
already exists under the constitution
In amplest and most far reaching form,
but it does mean that there should be
an extension of federal activity. This
Is not advoeating centralizatiou. It IS
merely Moking filets In the face and
realizing' tiAt -ntrilization In business
has already (some arid cntinot be fl
ed or melon,. and that the peels- at
Large tan emy pretent itself fruit ter-
tain "u11 t•*-Ito:ts of this business 
Ii
con-
tralize on 1,7: pee iolinglietter methods
for the exen•Ise of control through the
authority already centralized In the
national government by the conntitte
tion itself. There must be no- halt in
the healthy construt.tive twiner of no-
tion elect) this nation tan elected to
pursue end has stinotey purse. ! e.• •
lug the Mei nit y ere an Mein a I. oilr
lu the legi,lati;;II of the contemn:
the adminietretion of thet-law by the
department of justice.
National Liewns• For Railroads.
The most vital need is In connection
With the railroads. As to these, in tuy
judgment. there should now be either
a national Incorporation act or a law
licensing railway compalles to engage
in-.. in commerce upon certain
eonditious. The law should be so
framed as to give to the interstate
commerce commission power to pass
Upon the future issue of securities,
while ample means should be provieee
to enable the eonunisnion whenever in
its judgment it is necessary to wake a
physical valuation of any railroad. As
I stated In my message to the congress
a year ago, railroads should be given
poeer to enter into agreements sub-
ject to these agreements being made
public in minute detail and to the con- ,
ftintniTnineflie inleietate commerce corn-
miesion being 'first obtained. tont
the national government assumes prop- I
er control of interstate commerce in
the exereise of the authority it already
possesses It 'n-ill be impossible either
to give to or to get from the railroads
full justice. The railnTOs and all oth-
er great corporations will do well to
_recognize that this control must come.
The Ginty question lames to what-gov-
ernmentel body can Most wisely exer-
cise It The courts will determine the
limits within which the federal author-
ity can exercise It. and there will still
remain ample work n•ithin each state
for the -railway commission of that
state, anti the national interstate cone
nieree commission u ill work in har-
mony- with the several state commis-
sions!, each within its own psovince, to
achieve the desired end. -
.
The Antitrust Laser
Moreodin, in any judatuet4, there
should be additional legislation looking
to the proper control of the great busi-
ness concerns engaged in interstate
lowliness, this control to be exercised
for their own benefit and prosperity
no less than for the protecilion Of la-
restore fifid of the general
I have repeatedly said in messages to
congress and elsewhere, experience has
definitely shown not merely the unwise
done but the futility, of endeavoring to
put a stop to all business combinations.
Modem induntrial conditions are such
that combination is not only necessary,
but inevitable. It is no In the world of
business just as it is so In the world
of labor, and it is as idle to desire to put
an end to all corporations, to all big
combinations of capita!, awes desire to
put an end to combinations cof labor.
worporntion and labor union alike have
come to stay. Each if properly twin-
aged iso n source of good and Dot evil.
Whenever in either there is evil it
should be promplfr held to itecomet.
lent it should receive hearty encourage-
rie:nt •7t, long as it la properly managed.
IL la Inniettatity Immoral to put or is now open in new quarters.
_
Law Should Be Explicit.
A conitilnation should not be tolerat-
ed if it abuse the power acquired by
combination to the public detrittlent.
No corporation or association of any
kind should be permitted to engage in
foreign or interstate econtneree that is
formed fur the purpose of or whose
operations create a monopoly or geti-
eral control of the production, sale or
distriloution of any one or more of the
prime necessities of life or articles of
general use and neceesity. Such cos.:i-
binations are against public policy.
They violate the common law. The
doors of the courts are closed to those
!who are mance to them, and I believe'
the. • • • -
interstete commerce against them-for
Its protection. The law should make
Its Prohibitions( and perminsions as
Meer atol definite as poesible. leaving
f!,e 10+5;1,114e room for nreitrary
melon or alleentime of se. '1 iteCtin on
fee 1.,:rt um. or of (Mer-
l:mu: interprettitioas by the courts.
Among the points to be aimed at
should be the prOhibition of unhealthy
nonmetition, sech as by rendering seri-
nt an actual loss for the purpose of
rrushing out competition, the -preven-
tion of inflation of capital anti the pro-
hibition of a eorporntiorns making ex-
tensive trade ith itself a condition of
having any teele with itself. Reason-
able agreements between or combina-
tions of corporations should be per-
mitted provided they are first submit-
ted to and approved by some appro-
priate goverunient body.
Congress' Power.
The congress has the power to char-
ter corporations to engage in interstate
and foreien commerce, rind a general
law can be enacted tinder the provi-
sions of which existing corporations
could take out federal charters .and
new federal corporations could be cre
ateds Anwettaintial provision of such a
law should be a method Of predeter-
mining by some federal hoard or com-
mission whether the appliennt for a
federal charter was inn aSSflrin thin or
combination within the restrictions of
the feneral law. Proeleion should also
be matte for complete publicity in all
matter* affecting the public and-com-
plete protection to the investing public
anti the sbareholders in the matter of
fleeting corporate securities. If an in-
corporation law is not deemed advisa-
ble. a license net for big interstate cor-
porations might be enacted or a cotn-
bination of the two might be tried.
The supervielon establielied might be
analogous to that now eeercieed over
national' banks. At least the anti-
trust itet.eliould be supplemented by
topetific prohibitions of the methods
which experience ha* shown have been
of most service in entailing monopolis-
tic combinations to crush out competi-
tion.
The real owners of a corporation
should be compelled. to do business in
their own Mime. The right to hold
stock in other corporations should here-
after be denied to interstate corpora-
tions. unless on approval by the-proper
government officials, mei a prerequisite
to such approval should be the listing
with the.governmenteif all Owners and
etoOkholders, loth by the corporation
owning such stOck and by the corpora-
tion in s owned,
ly that its passage was delayed for a
decade, yet it has worked unmixed and
Immediate good. The meat inspection
law was even more violently assailed,
and the same men who now denounce
the attitude of the national goveru-
ment in seeking to oversee and control
the workings of interstate common car-
rieys and business concerns then as-
serted that we were "discrediting and
ruining a great American industry."
Two y ears have not elapsed. end al-
ready It has bgeotue evident that the
greet benefit the law (-criers upon the
public is accompanied by atii equal ben-
efit to the reputable packing esteblish-
rnents. The latter are better off under
the law than they mere witbout it_
The benefit to Itmterstate common car-
ing until they are In existence and rifles and business concerns front the I recehill-
g the bequest. These prinelples
attemptidg to destroy them by legislation I advocate would be equal-5 
are recognized alrea•iv in the leading
civil or criminal proceectings. ly marked.
Pure Fowl Law.
Incidentally In the passage of the
-eare-nesetiose -to tee beeassee- 44-madee---44m-I 1112" 11 El
oils state food and tinhei Minunission- heritance tax an imperial measure
em s showed in striking faehien how while alleging to the Individual states
mech root for the whole people results of the empire a portion of the pro-
from the heaVy co-operation of the (ends and permitting them to Impose
federal rim iTitte officials- in seeuring Mee% in audition to those Imposed by
a given reform It is primarily to the the Imperial government Small inber-
action of these state commissioners hences are exempt. but the tax Is so
that we one the enactment of this sharply progressive that when the In-
law-, for they aroused the people, first beritance is still not very large, pro.
to demand elle enactment and enforce- tided it is not an agricultural or a tor-
ment of state laws on the subject and eat laud, it is taxed at the rate of 25
then the enactment of the federal lawe per cent if It goes to distant relatives.
without w !itch the state laWS were There is no reason why in the United
(largely ineffeetive. There must be the States the national government should
' closest eo-operation between the Da- not Impose inberitance_taxes in addi-
Lessons of Recent Crisis.
To confer upon the nationni govern-
ment In connection with the anien.1-
went I advocate in the antitrust law
power of supervision over big business
concerns engaged in interstate com-
merce would benefit them as it tins
none' and state goeernments in ad-
ministering these laws.
Currency Legislation Needed.
I ncs'in urge on the congress the
need of immeilate nitration to this
tnattnr. We need a grouter elasticity
In our currency, provided of course
that we recognize the even greater
nerd of a safe and secure c'urreney.
Provision should be made for an
emergency currency. The emergency
issue should of course be made eat]
an effective guarantee and upon condi-
tions carefully prescribed by the gne•
ernment. Such emergency issue must
be based on adequate securities ap-
proved by the go',eminent and must W.
Issued' under a heavy tax. Thls would
permit currency twine issued when the
demand for it was urgent. while secur-
ing its retirement as the demand fell
off. It is worth invesitlenting to de-
termine whether oftice'rs and director"
of national banks should ever be al-
lowed to loan to thetuseives. Trust
companies should be subject to the
, same supervision as banks. Legime
lion to Gis effect should be enacted for
the District of Columbia and the ter
ritories.
Yet we must also remember that
even the wisest legislation on the sub-
ject can only actomplish a certain
emovint. No leglidettion can by any
poesibility guarantee the business cow-
munilY against tbe results_ etn-specula-
tive lolly any more than it can guaran-
tee an individual against the results of
Iris extravagance. When anetwilividnal
mortgages his house to buy an auto
mobile he invites disaster, and when
svenithy men or men who posen-s such
tor are unscrupulously or foolishly eager
beeorne such indulge In recklesti
spec:M.01(n, especialief if it is accom-
panied by dishonesty, they jeopardize
not only their OWII future, but the fu-
ture of all their innocent fellow citi-
zens. for they expose the whole busi-
ness ccnnutinity to panic and distress.
Can't Revise Tariff Now.
This einintry is definitely committed
, to the protective system, and any ef-
fort to proot it could not but cause
widespread .111(1m-trial disaster. In
other words, the pripciple of the pres-
ent tariff law could' not with wisdom
be ciminted. But in a country of such
phenomenal growth as ours it Is prob-
aley well that every dozen years or so
the tariff laws should be carefullescru-
tinized so as to see that no excessive
or Improper benefits are, conferred
thereby, thtit proper revenue is provid-
ed and that our foreign trade is en-
couraged. There must always be as a
minimum a tariff which will not only
allow for the collection of an ample
revenue. but which will at least make
good the difference in cost of produc-
tion here and abroad-that is, the dif-
ference in the labor cost here and
abroad, for the well being of the wage-
; smoker must ever be a cardinal point
AGE'S RESTAURAN
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government. Those which were under
national control stood the test
National control of the kind above
advocated would be to the benefit of
every well inauaged railway. From
the standpoint of the public there is
need for additional tracks, additional
terminals and Improvements in the ac-
tual handling of the railroads, and all
this as rapidly as possible. Ample,
safe and speedy transportation facili-
ties are even more necessary than
cheap transportation. Therefore there
is newt for the investment of money
which will provide for alt these things
while at the same time securing as tar
as is possible better wages mind shorter
hours for their employees. Theeefore,
while there must be just and reasona-
ble regulation of rates, we should be
the first to protest agaiust any arbitras
ry awl nnthinking moveineut to cut
them down without the fullest 'and
most 'careful consideration of all inter-
ests concerned and of the actual needs
of the situation. Only a special body
of men acting for the national govern-
ment under authority conferred upon it
by the congress is competent to pass
Open day and night.
aud disturbance in the business world
and to give the least play for selfish
mid factional motives. The sole con-
sideratidn should be to see that the
men total of changes represents the
public good. This means that the sub-
ject cannot with wisdom be dealt with
in the year preceding .a presidential
election, because as a matter of fact
experience Las conclusively shown teat
at such a time it is Impossible to get
men to treat. It from the standpoint of
tbe public good. In my judgment the
wise titne to deal with the matter is
immediately after such election.
Income Tax and inheritance Tax.
When our tax laws are revised the
question teli an income tax anti an in-
-heritance tax should men-cite the care-
ful attention of our legislators. In
my judgment, both of these taxes
should be part of our system of fed-
eral taxation. I speak diffidently about
the income tax because one scheme for
an income tax was declared unconsti-
tutional by the supreme court, while in
addition it is a difficult tax to admin-
ister in its practical working, and great
care would have to be exercised to see
court will declare constitutiosal.
The inheritance tax, however, is
a fat' better method of taxation. The
governtnetit has the absolute right to
decide as to the terms upon which a
man shall receive a bequest from an-
other, and this point in the devolutiou
of property is especially appropriate
for the intposition of a tax. Laws im-
posing such taxes have repeatedly been
placed upon the national statute books
and as, repeatedly „declared constitu-
tional by the cpurts. and these laws
contained the progressive principle=
that Is, after a certain amount Is reach-
ed the bequest or gift in life or death
Is increasingly burdened and the rate
of taxation is increase.] in proportion
to the remoteness of blood of the man
civilized nations of the world.
Germany's inheritance Tax.
The German law is especially inter:
non to those imposed by the states.
end when we last Irel an inheritance
, tax about one-half o; the states levied
sucif taxes concurrently with the tui-
tional ernment making a combined
rite In some cases as high
as 2e per cc-UL
To Tax Nonresidents Higher.
The tax should if possible be made
to bear more heavily upon those resid-
ing without the country titan within it.
A heavy progressive tax upon a very
large fortune Is In DO way such a tax
upon thrift or industry as mi. like tax
would be on a small fortune. No ad-
vantage comes either to the country
as a whole or to the individuals inherr-
Ring the money by permitting the
transtuisslon In tbeir. entirety of the
enormous fortunes which would be afe
Meted by such a tax, mid as an inci-
dent to It function of revenue raising
such a tax would help to preserve a
measuratile equality of opportunity for
the people of the generations growing
to manhood.
We have not the slightest sympathy
with that socialistic idea which would
try to pet laziness. tin•iftlessnoOs and
inefficiency on a par with induntry,
thrift and efficiency, which would
Write to break up not merely private
property, but, what Is far more tumor-
tau ,. the home, the chief prop upon
which nor whole civilization stands.
Such a theory If ever adopted would
mean the ruin of the entire country,
but en-now:is for legislation such as
ens herein advoehted are directly op-
1 IS:s. t1 to this class of socialistic the-0 
Enforcement of the Law.
A few years ago there was loud con--
plaint that the law could not be he
voked ga het wealthy offenders. There
is no such comet:lint now. The course
of the del:a:talent of justice during the
last few years has been Snell as to
make it evident that no man stands
above the law, that no corporation is
so wealthy that it cannot be held to ac-
count. Everything thatemn he done
under the existing law and with the
existing Mate of public opinion, which
so profoundly influences both-the courts
and Pries, has been done, but the lawe
themselves need' strengthening. They
aboeld be made more definite, so that
no hon-est man carirse led unwittingly
to break them -and an that the real
wrongdoer can be readily punished.
5Iorefover. there must be the public
opinion back of the laws or the laws
themselves will be of no avail. The
two great evils in the execution of our
criminal lawe today are sentimentality
and technicolity. For the latter the
remedy must come from the hands of
the legislatures, the courts and the law-
yers. The ether must depend for its
Cure upon lite gradual growth of a
sound public opinion which shall insint
that regard for the law and the de-
mands of reason Shall control all other
Influences and emotions in the jury
box. Both of these evils must be re-
mewl or public discontent with the
criminni law Will continue.
Injunction*.
Instances of Aber in the granting
of injtinetione in rotor disputes con-
tinue to_ocour„ amid the resentment in
Ile says:
The national government has as an
ultimate reran t for control of child la
lair the use of the lutt•rstate (-online:me
vlauee to prevent the looducts of child
labor from entering into interstate com-
merce. But before using this it ought




Under our form of government vot-
ing is not merely a rights, but a duty,
and, moreover, a fundamental and nec-
essary duty If a man Is to be good,
citizen. It Is well to provide teat cor-
porations shall not contribute to preen,
dential or natIoual campaigns and, fur-
thermore, to provide for tLte publica-
tion of both contributions uud expendi-
tures. There is, however, always dan-
ger In laws of this kind, which from
their very nature are difficult of en-
t, the danger being lest they
be obeyed only by the honest and dis-
obeyed by the unscrupulous, so as to
act only as a penalty upon honest men.
Moreover, no such law would hamper
an unscrupulous men of unlimited
means from buying his own way into
office. There is a very radical meas-
ure which would. I believe, work a
substantial improvement In our sys-
tem of conducting a campaigm al-
though I seer u-ell aware that it will
take some time for people'so to famil-
iarize themselves with sucb a proposal
as to be willing to consider Its adop-
tion. The need for collecting large
tampaign funds would vanish if eon-
'mess provided an appropriation foe the
proper and legithunte expenses of each
of the great national parties, an nppro
priaelon ample en- to meet the ne-
reeelty for thorough organization and
machinery, whleh requires a large ex-
penditure of money. Then tile stipu-
lation should be made that no party
receiving campaign funds front the
treasury should accept wore than a
fixed amount teen any Individual sub-
scriber or donor, and the necessary
ubikits for receipts and expenditures
could without dculty be provided.
The Army.
The president recommends legisla-
tion to lecrease the number of officers
in the army. especially in the medical
corps. The rate of pay of officers
should be ,greatly inct•eased, he de-
clares. There should be a relatively
even greater increase in the rate of
pay of enlisted men if we are to nerep
the army in shape to' be effective in
time of need. The president recom-
mends severe examination of officers
for promotion up to the rank of major.
From that-point protuotian should be
purely by selection. He spealue of the
recent physical test of army officers
with emphatic approbation and recom-
mends a bill equalizing the pay of
officers and men of the army, navy.
marine corps and revenue cutter serv-
ice.
The Navy.
Concerning the mos- the president
says:
In rtty; judgment, we, should this
year provide for four battleships. But
It is idle to build battleships unless, in
addition to providing time tnen and the
Means for thorough training, we pro-
vide the auxilleries for them-unless
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the colliers and euply ships
need. We are extremely defielent in Guaranteed Curethat they 
coaling stations and docks on the Pa-
cific, and this deficiency should not
longer be permitted to exist Plenty
of torpedo toots and destroyers sbould
be hint. Both on the Attitude and let
elite yeasts fortitieutions of the hest




 fleet Is much larger
than at present it should never be gent
into detachments so far apart that they
could not in event of emergency be
speedily united. Our coast line is on
the Piscine just as witch as on the At-
lantic. The battle fleet should now
and then be Moved to the Pacific, just
as at other times It should be kept in
the Atlautic. Wheu the isthmian canal
is built the transit of the battle fleet
from one ocean to the other will be
comparatively easy. Until it Is built
,.earnestly hope that the battle fleet
-will be thus shifted betweeo the two
oceans every year or two. Tile battle
fleet is about starting by the strait of
Magellan to Visit the Pacific coast.
Sixteen battleships are going under the
command of Rear Admiral Evans. w title•
eigbt armored cruisers and two other
battleships will meet bin' in San Fran-
cisco, whither certain torpedo destroy-
ers are also going. No fleet of such
size has ever made such a voyage, and
it will be of very-great educational use
to all engaged in IL The only way by
which to teach officers and men how
to handle the fleet so its to meet every
possible strain and emergency in time
of war is to have them practice under
Outlier conditions in time of peace.
The president recommends the in-
creased pay for both officers and enlist-
ed men and advises promotion by se-
lection above the grade of lieutenant
commander.
Foreign Affairs.
In foreign affairs, the president says,
this country's steady policy is to be-
have toward other nations as a strong
and self respecting man should behave
toward the other men with whom he
Is brought into contact_ In other words.
our aim is disinterestedly to help other
nations where such help can be wisely
given without the appearance of med-
dling with what deoes not concern us,
to be careful to act as a good neighbor
and at the same time in good natured
fuehlon to maAe it evident that we do
at Intend to be imposed upon.
The president refers at length to The
Hague peace copference. Ile believes
it accomplished much good work.
---- Posted Savings -Berries.
The president says on postal affairs:
I commend to the favorable consbl-
eration of the scongress a postal sav-
ings bank system as recommendedby
the postmaster general. Tituld deposi-
tors have withdrawn their savings for
the time being from national banks,
trust compd.-ries and savings banks, in-
dividuals have hoarded their cash
and the workingmen their earning*. all
of which money has been withheld
Ind kept in hiding or In the safe de-
posit box to the detriment of prosper-
ity. Through the aeencyipf the postal
savings banks such money would be
restored to the channels of trade, to
the mutual benefit of capital and labor.
I further commend to the congress
the consideration of the postmaster
general's recommendation for an ex-
tension of ties pereil _.ne especially
OD the rural routes. It would be a
most desirable thing to put the fourth
class postmasters in the classified serv-
ice.
tither recommendations are:
Deepening of the inland waterways,
especially of ifie Mississippi river sys-
tem, to make them great national high-,
ways.
The repeal of the tariff on forest
products, especially the duty on wood
pulp.
The amendment of the public land
laws to make them more effective
against land grabbers and more favor-
able to bona flde settlers.
Retention of the government's title
to putlic coal and other mineral lands.
Extension of the national forest re-
sees,
Citizenship for the people of Porto
RimFreer local self government for Alas-
ka.
Encouragement of the merchant ma-
rine, particularly of an ocean mail line
to South America.
Remission of the Boxer Indemnity
and freer entry for Chinese students
conning to America.
TO STAND ALONE
VRIZONA STRONGLY OPPOSED TO
JOINT STATEHOOD. •
Report of the Governor Pt Filed With
the Secretary of Interior at
Washington.. ,
Washington. Dec. 3.—"Nearly a
year has paseed since the election
which defeated the proposition of
Joint statehood, and I deem it my
duty to report the fact that public
sentiment in Arizona he now even
stronger against joint 'statehood
with New Mexico than it was last
year," says Gov. Joseph H. Kibbey,
of Arizona, in hie annual report-to
the secretary of the interior, made
public today.
The report states that the last
year was undoubtedly the 'lest proo
perous the Territory has eve', known.
The present population is given as
approximately 185,00.0, including
about 2.6;000 Indians, On June 30,
11007, the cash in the territorial
treasury amounted to $365,115.65,
against 0279,197,6O the previous
year. Total • receipts for the year
were 16-87,386.78; total 'disburse-
ments $0.1.1..:16_8.73. _Tile debts of the
territory remain unchanged in the
num of - $172127.5.29. The aggre-
gnle value of taxable roperty is
for Constipation
After watching results for sneteett
years, during which time many minionS
ot bottles were sold and thoweends of
letters from users were received, the
originators of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-
sin, the great herb laxative compound,
feel safe in guaranteeing it in the variouli
diseases of the stomach, liver and bow-
els, such as chronic constipation, dys-
pepsia, indigestion, biliousness, flatoN
lency, sour stomach, bloated stomach.
heartburn ,etc. There is an absolute guar-
antee to refund the purchase price if Dr. Cald-
well'; Syrup tombs does sin do what is claimed
for It,
For sixteen years this remedy has been reo
ommended for stomach, liver and bowel com-
plaints and the fact that each year more and
more families are using it proves that it has the
merit claimed for it., an-4 the letters we are con-
stantly reoetving proves that It is awing tin**
disease*. Hence the guarantee is Just. hid
Mr. Alden. of Boynton. L T.. 0004 ice• in?
Caidwell's Syrup Pepsin the brat lased y;:.;
on the market because, to use hit oar, ;rn
• it does 11 you clairafer it and I do not -*x,
another medicine of its kind that does."
Williams, of Sidney, IlL, writes that 813••
lased it in her home all bar married lilc
would not keep house without it. TLAL.Stilt,
others have written to the same effect.
It you have any complaint for which Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin is recommeoded et. to '.ar
druggist and get • SO cent or II bottle-
on the baste that we guarantee satisfa,
will find It gentle In action and pleaaat.,.
It works promptly and eflIctently, and u;
Purgative waters, salts and cathartlo load'.
Mils, does pouches and leave you feeling s•
and torn. It Is safe to say that you will 115 .
and use it regularly wben you have cot t
laxativs, his omsetally suited to child:en exact
weak peonie because of its gentle action.
FRE TEST WI "1"Vdr "I*
tag mere a trassiantelFujial g In Wan OA
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Um Big 161 ft- cetera
ii;;;,..oarcomorriam bations.
irritations or eic ?MIMS
Of mucous Manor ant13.





Ii.. or 3 but;. n 7i.
gradsr mat tatassi.
BAD BREATH
"Soy nooths t had great trre.11" with my ttroeseS
tnd used all Molds of tea
mown aetnally a. grP•n Sr Cr,, . rny breath J. ',Inc
e but ...el.. Too re(, n •rart..1 Cc, n.11111,1,1Id
naseerete and after 1 co. LAU 'in •1 abd
. ere ,i12*ZHASenitT)'‘o-itILJ':::: st,t ree,.main
Meat to any or.. Leff? r:ndfr ,rn tn;;'n troth!** "
;:bart. H. :islet/a la . eto.. a St., Nee' Turk..N.T.
Best For
The bowels
tneartent. PaIntable, Potnent, r,,,,Geod. Do (tenet!,
; e: It r r irr, Nntee
on1.1 I.,. wrone sosisse C tee
Ouarnot.. I to cart up 'ire %our-,
Ste-7r ig Remedy Co., Chicago or N.N.
ANNNAL SALE9 TEN MILLION BOIE3
given as 377.745,2511I. Total re-
sources of at. hanks, $22,:01,98,0.66;
an increase for the year of 35,045,-
633.96. Total deposits $18,487.-
'512.68, an increase of $4,532.051.-
39. There was no bank failures slur-,
leg the year. State none output
$63',801.7S1. Of copper. 253,012,-
1ns pounds; of gold, 125;115 ounces,
of silver,. 2.704,0.44 ounces,
Of tile closing of gambling in the
territory, April 1. Gov. Kibbey says:
"The abolition of gambling was in
response to pronounced public senti-
ment."
hi the Cotionian L4brary in Eng-
land is an old manuscript copy of a
part of the Bible in Latin. This was
used at the coronations of English
sovereigns 3Wtt1 years before the
"stone of destiny" was brought front
Scone eto Westmlnett by Edward I.
In her words, the e of this Bible
fot the purpose in question dated
back to the year 10.0;0..
In Austria the product of every
margarine factory is frequently ens-
lyzed by government chemists.
$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable o4er to
you.
Free delivery to any













, All Banks will
Close Promptly





_PREE1I4AL, ESTATE PRICE LIST




may look bright and prosperous—but a 'calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need tnoney—there-
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-





Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN.61RMAN NATIONAL BANK








Stockholders liability.. ..  100,000
Capital 
Surplus ..
Total security to depositors
Accounts of individnals and firms solicited. We





Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky,




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN 1ER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
INCONFQ SAT La
411101ilk• ram- ••••••••.•••••••••• armominm••••••••••••••
TACKLED WItoNG
lattenipt to Hold Up Eario.•1•
liadly for Robbers.
G re lit' 1,




the fire, two Staiets !.. e•i_
Stamp,' ovt'revat. T
frighteued the team a!L
as ay, kavina the would-be re •
behind. Traces of blood were seli.d




Novo, Tcherkaska. Russia, Dec.
—A hetnian, aecompanied by a smal:'
baud of Cessacks. while collecting ar-
rears in taxes today mat ,with armedi
resistance front 300 peatants, who
maintained a sharp fire with mho:-
guns. The tetraan and several Cos-
saeks were wounded.
Many a man who covers Is a:a'',
coffin with flowers never e tN".. V, tt.
pin money.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaven Paducah for Tenne.see River
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT Meste•
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not responsiba
for invoice charges unless col:;., ',,,1





This label is a-
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom_
s e n d—flowers,
that you•buy the best.
HENRY MARREN JR.
REMOVKi) TO THIRD Alin
EKNITCXY.
sack Menne, Bank Work, Legsd
I and Library Work a specialty.
Special excursion rates from Padu
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the round,
trip V 00. Leaves Paducah every i
Wednesday at 4 p. m.





Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and_way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STE.ANIER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at -8 a, m. sharp, daily, ex-
cept StAday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
a'..d room. Good music &lid table un-
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at




D. A. Ba•ley, Prop.
fewest and heat hotel In the (do
Bates 82.00. Two huge sampl•
MOM.. Bath rooms, Electric Lights





AND CURE THE LUNCS 
witii Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR COUGHS soparst.coOLDS No Sees foes







ORDERS ORDINANCE DRAWN IN-
CREASING SALARY.
Measure Will Be Presented for Con-
sideration of Incoming General
Council in January.
Plans for increasing the city so-
.tetitor's compensation from $1,000
to $1,200 were set afoot at last
night's meeting of the lower board
of the general council, when an oi
dinance, providing for such saii •
was ordered prepared. It will ,
ready for the consideration of DI('
incoming general council. •
Those present last night were
Councilmen Wilson, Ford, Meyers
Crandell, Lackey, Foreman. Van Me-
ter, Williamson., Duvall and Lindsey.
The amended franchise of the
Southern Electric Railway colnlianh.
was passed on two reading..
Patrolman Aaron Hurley, who has
been confined with paralysis was ai
lowed $100.
;The Cornelia ,Johnson note for $5,-
'000, for money borrowed to pay a
damage judgment, was ordered re-
newed.
Water mains were ordered ext;nd
ed on Eighth street between Harri-
son and Clay streets. Because the
petition was not properly drawn no
action was taken on extensions on
Clark street.
Chairman Foreman, of the special
committee on an incinerating plant,
reported estimates, but said his com-
mittee bad not considered them. He
was allowed further time.
The report of the chief of pollee
for November showed $15G".46 col-
lected in fines with $151) replevined
and $10 to be collected.
The board ordered $1.50 poll tax
returned to the widow of Josevh
Vogt paid by mistake.
An ordinance, providing for the
election of the lighting piant super-
IntendeVt in December instead of
dietober. WWI ordered drawn. The
Lack Malleable Iron company was ex-
empted from taxes for five years.
An appeal was authorized In the
case _el Hush .. Boyle,•charged with
selling liquor without a license.




loon lieetese for 110
street.
Complaint of water standing
Gaebel avenue was referred to







Singer Building Attracts Attention.
New Yark. Dec 3.—The throngs
of visitors that come to New York
daily are most interested in going at
once to see the new Singer tnill•ifing,
the giant skyscraper that has just
been con.pleted on Broadway. Al
though are structure ls the highest
in the world next to the Eiffel Tower
in Paris, still it is disappoloting as
it rule to those who stand in front of
It and look up to the liar, pele that
surmounts its dome. This Is due to
the fact that the buildings all about
it are so tall that it doesn't stow to
It s best advantage. However, from
a vantage point like the Brooklyn
bridge it seems to tower above the
entire city,
HAIR SOFT AS SILK,
New Scientific Treatment Kills pan-
druff Germs and Makes Hair Soft
Weak Lthle Boys
may become fine strong men.
Some of the strong men of to-
day were sickly boys years
ago. Many of them received
Scoff's Emulsion
at their mother's knee. This
had a power in it that changed
them from weak, delicate
boys into strong, robust boys.
It has the same power to-day.
Boys and girls who are pale
and weak get food and energy
out of SCOTT'S EMULSION.
It makes children grow. • •
Druggists;AU  sos. &ea $1.00.
IMPORTANT CASE
IS AIINNES(Yr.% CONTE:Min' 11E-
104)14E S. Si'l'itENIE
Violation of Federal court Injunction
Against State t'ononodity Rate
Regulation.
Washington, Ise. 3.—No ease of
more moment.,is importance has
come before the United States su-
preme court in a long time than the
so-called "Min ti.••• .11 contempt" test
case, kir II 14, tip for hearing to-
day. The. CaSt V* 1. the question
of federal and st.t•, ,.mitict over rail-
road regulation ti;11' in the recent
past has caused sensational clashes
of judicial authority, notably in some
of the southern states.
The question, directly Involved is
as to whether the United States ca-
cult court exercised Its ju risdietion
when It bold Attorney General Young
of Minnesota, in contempt for violat-
ing Its injunction awatest-easforring
the state law regulating eommoditY
rates, imposed a fine of $100 and or-
dered the attorney gevesal into the
nuetody of The rwited 9T.hit;L:s nsa rs'a at
until the state stilts he had begun
were dismissed.
It is an aecepted fact, a proven
et, that dandruff is a germ disease
,nd It is also a demonstrated fact
that Nowbro's Herpickie kith; the
dandruff germ. Without dandruff
"...liteg hair wviiki etop, and thin hair
will thieken. Herpicide not only kills
the dandruff germ, but It also makes
hair as soft as silk. It is 1,11e most
delightful hair dressing made. It
cleanses the scalp from dandruff and
keeps it clean and healthy, Itching
and irritation are INistently relieved
and permanently cured. There's noth-
ing "just as good." Take iso substi-
tute. Ask for "Herpleide." Bold 133'
leading druggists. Two sizes, 50e and
$1.00. Send 10c In atarnips for sam-
ple to The Hervicide Co., Detroit,






for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bet
will sure any ordinary case of Kid.
day or bladder trouble. Removes
travel, Imre' Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
he Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per box nn the no cure as pay baste
ly McPberson's Drug store, Feudal
end Broadway. !pole agent for Padtt-
ssh, or sent by itaall upon receipt of
urine by Lark Medlobie 130.• LOUIS-
''a, J.
TO PARIS
W. E. KING, OF ITURRIV. WILL
GO AND HILLS TteNIURRAY.
Changes in .Agents of N., C. & St. L.
Railroad ilad•• By Super-
intendent.
CLASSIFICATION
OF BONDS IS AIOKE 'DIFFICULT
THAN HE THOUGHT.
Cortelyou Will Ite Able to Make Defi-
nite Statement This Afternoon—
Cummittermen.•
Washington. Dec. 3.—It is gener-
ally predicted by Republican senators
that Senator Knox, of li'enneylvania.
will be appointed chairman of the
comtn:thee on rules to succeed Spoon-
er, wha has retired.
A meeting of the Democratic sen-
ators has been failed for Wednesday
to determine upon the chairman of
the Democratic caucus to succeed
Bawl:turn. Culberson is favored fot
the position. The Felection, will carry
with It the Leadership of the minority
In the senate.
.Saeretary Certeryou stated the
Classification of the bids for the new
Panama canal bonds had proven a
greater task than was anticipated.
and it would be impossible to make
..ny statement in regard to them until
this afternoon, wheu he hopes to be
able to make a definite statement as
to the 'mounts and prices to he paha
by succeseful bidders.
Estimation submitted by the Isth-
mian canal commission for the fiscal
year of 190S aggregate $33.1a3.143.
Appropriations for the current fiscal
year amounted to $27.161,367.
Mr. W. E. King. agent for the N.,
C. & St. L at Murray, was in the
city last night and arrangements
were made with Superintendent
Hills for the transfer of Mr. King to
Paris, Tenn., while Mr. William
Hills, at present chief train dis-
patcher here, will be made agent at
Murray. Sir. Hills' place here will
be filled lay^ Mr. R. L. Niithers, who
I. at present an assistant chief dis-
patcher. The promotion of Mr.
Withers will cause a vacancy, which
is yet to be filled.
Mr. Hills has purchased Mr. King's
elegant residence at Murray and will
move his family to Murray in time to
take his new position January 1.
Mr. \V. B. Schofield, formerly a
foreman of the blacksmith depart-
wont at the Minot) Central shops.
but who now holds a high position
at Burnsides, was here yesterday on
a short visit to friends.
0. A. Garber, foreman of the
round house, is the father of a fine
girl baby, born yesterday.
DEFY SUNDAY CLOSING ORDER.
Theaters and Saloons in Kansas City
()twit and Arre•its Wilt Fotiou.
Kansas City, Dec. 3.—The lid was
tatted a- bit more today than on the
Sunday preceding, and when the list
of places where forbidden goods were
sold is made up it will include nearly
a hundred names The theaters were
open as usual. Both the police and
the deputy marshals took complete
Mitts of everybody connected with all
theatrical performances, Including
the traveling players. That every aa•
tor and theater employe whose name
was noted will be indicted early in
the week is generally understood.
The bond in each case where an in-
dictment is returned is $60e. Judge
Wallace declares that if the theaters
open Sundays before the test case is
decided by the supreme court thn•
he will pursue, the same course tin,'
he did today. There is little doul•
lamb a procedure would shortly put
the theaters out of business owing
to the heavy drain in paying forfeit-
ed bonds for actors or bearing the ex-
pense of brinsing them back to Kara
sas City when their cases come up
for trial.
PROSPERITY MAD
S ; JACOB scillEE CONCERN-
ING PFloPLE .tAIER14'1.
•
Says Unsound and 1 I legit 'MAD' RUA-
Ilt,̀1 7444110d% 111111,4 It' Dis-
carded By Us,.
A section of the Canadian. North-
ern Railway running northwest trot.
Sudbury- and crossing at Vermilioi.
river, is unique In that It Is ballastea
*ith gold. Every yard of ths grarc'
used for ballast has been fefund to
contala from ail cents' worth to
ollises worth ea the -precious st
in the shape Of the dust.
Philadelphia, Dec. 3.—The causes
which led to the recent financial
crleis in the -United —Metes-
means for safeguarding the country
against such disasters Iii the future
were discussed by Jacob H Schiff, of
New York in an address before the
American Academy of *Political and
Social Science here. Mr Schiff at-
tributed the present trouble mainly
to too great expantdon of enterprise
of every nature resulting in strain-
ing of finandal requirements and
particularly of credit heyond legiti-
mate limits. He maintained that the
so-called prosperity madness was de-
veloped not in financial circles alon‘•
but in industry and commerce
well. Mr. Schiff said the create,'
care should be taken in atN,iiipting
to cuer the disorders which have re-
sulted in the condition of today. He
tiNI not believe that currency rerorm
Imperatively needed as it might be,
could ever in itself ever set every-
thing at rights. Unless accompanied
by simultaneous reform in unsound
and illegitimate business m:thods he
believed that currency reform would
be of little avail. He foresaw seri-
ous danger in a law which would
provide for an almost unlimited is
-ut? of aseet currency and &stared
that the issuance of any circulatine
medium based upon aseeta should be
governed by .some central authority.
whether it be a Central bank of a
Central association of national banks
He favored the Central Association
of NaJlonal banks as against the
Central bark, taking the ground that
at the prelzent time the country
not prepared to sanctioa so far-
'reaching a plan which, he said, would
revolutionize the entire national
banking system.
POSITIONS Or NI • SET t.l• :r... /-% a c kScrC'ED
CONTRAUT given, btcked by $30000000 capital and 13
DRAUGHON'S r,..Rsi.nkeCssTCIcgeAgel;
thsearearaised.)
PADUCAH, 312 Broalway, and EvaniviBe and St. beets.
B .o'xktiepinz. lianistee alsothait 1. Pen elite:hip, 'Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
by business 4/1E11. A Ise te tell by mail, Write, phane, or call for Catalogue.
30 Cotter/goo in 17 /3ttatest•
RECEIVER ASKED FOR.
By Creditors of Janiestoen Exposi-
tion Conipany.
Norfolk, Va., Dee, 3.—Jtidge Wil-
cox, of NorfWk, appeared before
United States Judge Waddell today
In Richmond presenting a petition
of creditors asking that a receiver be
named for The Jamestown Exposition
company. The petition will be heard
Wednesday when it is likely receiv-
ers will be appointed.
The Evening San-10c a week.
[ All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;.sed in this
paper are on. sale at
McPherson's Dru g Store
Fourth and Broadway.
,aratelatet41111111•111111.1
A Change for the
Family
Take home a pail of chile.













he Tully Livery Company
ttecerporatea.






Forsitere Stored led Packed
403 letters.. It.
Home Seekers' tickets to all •
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
:tuning for thirty days.
_Frankfort, Ky..—Inaugura-
Bon of Gov. Willson., Round
trip $8.6•0. Tickets to be sold
Dec:ember 9th and 10th2 good
returning until Deeenitarr 10,
-
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Ilniou Depot .1
J. T. DONOVAN. ,111







You Often Hoar the Remark
"IT'S SO HARD TO 6ET
MOLASSES LIKE WE DID




Pure Sugar House Molasses
and be vete heed that the
genuine eoP betce die war"
lasee,, can still be gotten.
There are hits of grades
of so-called -Sugar House
Mfilaseoes," hut 21 10.00.00
guarantee for aleolue. pu-
rity goes eith every deep
of
"FAMOUS ROKLAN5"
FOR SALE BY GROCERS




Iles-ripe. and Inabureemente Beth
Loser Than Thee. for sank'
Month of 1000.
Waaleington, Dec. 3.-The monthly.
statement of the public debt who're
that at the close of tillifink**1 Novem-
ber 30, the debt. less cash in the
treasury is $874.479.839. a de_erease
for the month of $4.746,794.
The monthly statement of the pot.
ernment receipts and expenditures
allows that. for November the total
receipts were $45.529,325, and ex-
Itendi t u res $ 4 2, 362 ,208 ; receipts felt
off shout S1etem,000 end disburse.
meets p.0100.000 compared with No-
vember, 1906.
SENATIllt GHEE Ill.
Prominent Anti-Railey leader Victim
of Heart Failure.
Sam Antonio. Tex., L. 3.-State
Senator Robert B. Green died last
night at 8 o'clook of heart failure
wbileen a hunt about 18 miles from
this c.ty. After returning from a
day's shoot he complained of being
Ill and laid down by the fire with the
request to be awakened shortly. He
was heard to groan and investigation
showed him to be dead. The deceased
Was known throughout the country as
a promineta anti-Batley investigator.
He had aim national fame as captain
of the Bello:sae Rifles. He ens born
In San Antonio about 45 years ago.
He nerved as county and district
lodge.














- Christmas is coming
with a bound and we are
bound to have just. the
right presents for little
and big boys of all ages.
Come in before the
Holiday rush.





here are the right style,.
Large double-breasted
roomy overcoats with
the biggest kind of
pockets.
Warranted t o keep




REMEMBER THE POOR IND CON-
TRIBUTE TO TREE.
Sun Again Aiding In Union Rescue
Meelon Entertainmeut for
Little Ones,
The Christmas spirit is in the air;
the show windows of the stores re-
flect the season, and yesterday quite
a number of that ever increasing
army of early shoppers was down
with many lists, making selections.
The displays of toys in the eindows,
of course, are attracting the most at-
tention. and at one prominent store
yesterday afternoon it was a sight
good to behold to see the little tots
"choo-sing" their gifts out of win-
dows generous In their displays of
those things dear to boys and girls.
With the great feast and festival
day only three weeks hence, The Sun
is pleased to again direct attention
to the annual Christmas tree which
Mr. and Mrs Chiles, of the Rieseue
Mission give the poor of Paducah.
These trees are annual events, and
through the co-operation of the
merchants, and the press, they have
become greater with each succeed-
ing year.
The Sun's readers have always
been generous in their contributions
and The Sun hopes this year they
Will be equally as liberal as they
have been in' thepast.
From now until tannstmas day.
The Sun will accept contributions
for the tree.-anything will be so
ceptable-elothing, toys, candies and
fruits and nuts, or money. Every-
thing contributed will be turned ov'er
to the tree and go to make glad the
heart of some poor unfortunate
Fill In the coupon below and send
The Sun something todave-a dime
a quarter, or any smell change:
THE SUN-Paduvah. Ky.
. eee eeee ee:
I enclose a contribution to the
Christmas tree for the poor to
be given at the Rescue Mission.
Signed 
caihreineravAge-XaKelearei2.7.4149-"er~te
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Mal:1111ER 31tD, 1907.
DEPARTMENT STORE.
Today We Tell of Furs. Tomorrow
of Boys' Clothes.
Yesterday it was Children's Cloaks
Every department all over the big
store is teeming with extraordinary'
values. December Is being made a
Bargain Month from.start to finish.
Fars Sacrificed.
Furs always were and always will
be a leading feature of women's
wear. No doubt Adam and Eve wore
furs. If there was a prehistoric
man he probably wore furs. Furs
are now one of the most appropriate
prevents for Christmas gifts. We
have a great stock. We are going to
make the fur fly from now on till
Christmas. We ere sacriecing prices
to do it. Come early and make your
selection.
Here are prices away below oth.
ers•
Ohildren's Fur Sets, white and
colors, 97c, $1.46, $1.69, $1.97,
$2.46, $2.94, $3.19 and $3.75.
Women's Sable Coney Collars and
Scarfs 49c, 73c, 95c, $1.45, $1.70,
$1.9%, $2.48, $2.97 and $3.46.
Chinchilla 'Mink and Martin Neck
Pieces, $3.69, $4.19, $.4.48, $4.70,
$4.96, $5.96. $6.70 and $7.46.
Drown Sable Coney Sets, Neck
elem.') with Muff to match, at $2.96,
$3.70, ;Ceti and $4.96 a set.
Sable Fox Sets, Neck Pieces with
Muff to march, at $9.89, $10.90 and
$1.2.38 a set.
Fox Boas, special at $1.47, $4.911,
'0̀ $O; 77.,$7 An,1 1\ '!7.
ALL FOR BRADLEY
C011'ItIER-JOUILNAL SAYS MA-
XIMA' OF CAUCUS CHOSE
HIM.
Will Go Before Legislature Choice of
His Party for United ,Statee
Senator.
There seems to be pracecall• no
opposition among the Republican
members of the general assetiable to
former Governor 1A'Al4am 0. Bradley
1
..".---".'ww.---------------"-" ....111- for United States steator, sees the
IN METROPOLIS - Courier-Journal. M. H. Thatcher,
Charles afunal will leave Today for
a visit to his father in Murphysboro.
11.
Ed Drown, who is attending eehool
at Chanspaign. 11.. is spending a few
days at home.
Thomas Willis and wife, of Brook-
pore spent Sunday with relatives
here.
G.•orge McCune. of Golconda, Is,
open Lng a few days with his mother.
M:ss Varbra atcOau/ey visited ix
Paducah the latter part of last week.
Andrew McCauley, who is llvitig in
Pal urah, accompanied his sister. Miss
arbra McCauley, home for a short
visit.
Harry Morehead and wife. of Cairo,
are visiting Mrs. Siorehead's mother,
Mrs. Biocourt.
Charles Gebauser is visiting h.s
father near Golconda.
Captain Woods paid Paducah a
business trip Saturday.
latf Drake came down from Padu
cab Sattrrday for a few dare riet
with home folks.
Mrs. Edgar Hail, of P •
Ky., is vieitiag Mrs. E. T •
East Metropolis.
Robert Wil:lams has returned f•
a two weeks' visit with relatives
Vienna, I.E.
Mrs. Den Schroder and Mrs
Obermark were visiting el P.,
a few days the latter part
week.
Claude Parker, who has been
!mg as an attendant in the
aRylarn at Eigin, has reeirned home.
Mrs.-Annie Adcox returned to her
home in St. Louis ihtn•dae alter 9PT-
er1 days' visit with lei-father, W. P.
Walker, 44
NEW ELECTRIC CHAIR
Installed, in New Jersey State
tentiary-Will Ite Kept Ruse,
Trenton, N. J., Dec. 3.-The "death
'hair" and all other neceettery ap-
paratus has been inetalled at the
New Jersey state prison in accord-
ance with the law substituting death
by electricity for hanging. Within
the neit few weeks the prison au-
thorities will 'have ampie opportunity
co become acquainted with the now
IllfithOd of execution, for no lesa than
live murderers are slated to pay the
aeath penalty. The execution of Pas-
quale Delisce Is reheclu:ed for tl '-
week. Next week &merle Glaviare
as to pay the penalty, and the week
following three Murderers are sched-
uled to die in the electric ehaLr with-
ip a few hours of one another. Al)
of the electrocutions will be In charge
of the same electrician who for some
'ears past has performed similar ser-
vice In the state prisons of New York
and Maserschnsetts.
It Is reported that a gold coinage
law is being drafted for Siam, and
that the Meaeure may become a law
withitt the erste., it erentter-terts law
that it Is propotsed to reinterduce the
slang-a copper coin this time, not
nickel, as before;
who was chairman of the legislative
campaign committee In the late cam-
pagn, has recent, seen in person
many of the newly-elected Republi-
can members of the legislature and
communicated with most of the ether*
He inewninees as the r'esoult of this ite
glen. that to the present Cline 46
members have, in, writarlg, deciatred
themselves unequivocally for the for-
mer governor for the nomination and
election as United fatates senator, and
authorized the publication of their
choke. No one has expressed a sec-
ond choice. Thirty-three members
constitute a majority in the Repot:M-
oan caucus, there being sixty-five Re-
publican members of the le.rielature
Henry M. r lagier of the Standard
011 Company had his first business
experience In the vil:age store at .Re-
public, 0., where .he also had an in-
terest in a distillery. He was a com-
mission merchant in Cleveland when
he embarked in the oil business with
Rockefeller-s.
PYTHIAN KNIGHTS.
EXPECT TO OPEN CHARTER FOR
NEW LODGE IN PADUCAH.
Elect Onkel** for Ensuing Year Last
Night-W, T. Reed Is Now
Chancellor Commander.
Pythlanism seems to be "looking
up" In' Paducah and members of Pa-
ducah Lodge, No. ,06, who elected of-
ficers last night, &text a deputy
here soon to work up interest in a
aecouti lodge, for which the charter
will a opened. There was a large
attendance last night. when the fol-
lowing officers were elected:
P. C., R. L. Palmer; C. C., W. T
Reid; V. C., R. E. Hearne;Prelate,
Wm. Guth; M. A., J. W. Ilailsdale;
M W.. A. E. Stein; K. B. S., A. S.
Barksdale; M. E., L. S. Gleaves; I.
G., J. F. Householder; 0. G., L. C.
Boulware; Trustee, T. E. Grasty.
WILL DO LITTLE AND ADJOURN.
So Says Senator Hopkins, Discussing
the tenting Congress.
Washington, Dec. 3.-Tliere will
not be much legislation at this ses-
sion of congress," predicted Senator
Hopkins, who readied Washington
today. "Without regard to the mer-
it of the propositions that may be
offered there is always a deposition
to make pdligeal capital out of ev-
erything on the eve of a campaign,
and for that reason I think we will
Pot through the regular appropria-
tion bills, -have some currency legis-
lation, pass some remedial measures
to perfect recent legislation, and
then adjourn-probably May.
"A large number of "important
measures have recently been placed
upon the statute books, and should
the president in his message point
out spots to be strengthened, I be-
lieve his advice will be tenoned.
"There probably will be an effort
II) put through a poetal savings bank
tell, and to amend the parcels post
law. I am a member of the poet-
off e committee which in the senate
sill have charge of both measures,
but sentiment is not crystalized suffi
clently to warrant a statement as to
whether either or both of the meee-
ures will pass. There is consider-
able opposition in country distre
against the 'Arcade poet propositlet
and Its road will not be st rev. n h
Kiser Stages.
Cairo  19.6





Loulsviale   6.8
Mt Carmel  3.2
Nashville  10.5
Pittsburg   5.1





























The ways ace being cleaned out
of the boats that have been repaired
Six boats have bee hs let into the
rirthVinTHE STYLE STORE
---Santa Claus says:
-"hello! - hello ! ! -
yes, this is the North
Pole! -want to talk to
Santa Claus-well, go




BUSY! - atop joking
and get busy yourself or
get off the wire.
-"want to know where
you'd better go to select a few things you want to give
yourself.
-"you dob't have to go far-hello, hello, keep off.
-this is a busy wire-I said you don't have to go far
to find the finest kind of a stock of Christmas gifts-
just go to E. GUTHRIE & CO.-and go right away!'-
don't wait until all the best things are gone.
-"yes, well, I ought to know-I've seen a good many
Christmas stores, but E. GUTHRIB & CO. suits me.
-"well-good' bye-but hurry."
-very nice of Santa Claim-but we think we deserve his kind
words because we've worked hard and planned thoughtfully
to bring together -the greatest showing Of splendid gift-
things ever massed under one_roof in this part of the state.
-and-YOU DON'T NEED A BULGING POCKETBOOK
V.' DEN YOU COME HERE-for t14 prices are Just as de-
-NOM ul its the -
•-trigite-
TUIWUY, DECEMBER &
A Box of Engraved Stationery or 100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts
100 Cards and Plate for only -
Old English, shaded 
French Script




Two quires of monogram paper and fifty envelopes $1 25
Let us show you the prettier,' samples of the engravers' art you ever saw.
river in the last 3 days. Sunday the
Nellie Brown, the U. a. steamer John
and one barge were let into the river,
Yesterday the Alma Cooper and a
transfer barge from Joppa were let
In. Today the Wabash was taken off.
The General Pearson will be taken
on In place of the Wabash.
The Charles Turner went down
the river to Joppa yesterday
The Clyde is In from Joppa and
will leave for the Tennessee tomor-
row.
The St. Catoy went up.the Tennew
see about 50 miles after ties.
The Charlotte Butler went up the
Ohio after stone.
The Cowling is making two tripe
daily between Paducah and Metrop-
olis.
The Buttorff left today at noon
for Nashville.
The Royal Is making her regular
trip to Golconda with a good trip
aboard.
River stage 15.0., a fall of I.
Official Forecast ii.
The Ohio at Evansville will ton-
er:vie falling during the next several
days-. At Mt. Vernon will continue
rising during the next 12 hours and
then fall. At Paducah not much
change during the next .12 to 24
hours, then fall. At Cairo will con'
tinue falling during the next two
days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
below Johnsonville will continue
failing tiering the next two days.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo, and the Wabash at
Mt. Carmel, no material change dur-
ing the next IC hours.
C. K. L. A.
ELECTED OFFICERS FOR ENSU-
ING YEAR LAST NIGHT.
John if, Dorian Will Be Delegate to
Convention at Kansas City in
May.
Officers of the Catholic Knights and
Ladies of Anierica were elected at a
meeting in the Knights of Columbus
hall lest night, as follows: Spiritual
director, the Rev. Father Jansein;
Presklent, W. J. Lydon; vice-presi-
deot, Ella Donegan. recording secre-
tary, Mrs. William Ledon; financial
secretary. Mrs. Maggie McCreary;
treeisurer. John J. Dorian; sentinel,
Mies Frances Schraven; sergeant-at-
arms, Mr. Henry Snyder; delegate to
national convention at Kansas City
next May,- John J. Dorian; alternate,
Meg. Kate Laity.
POSTAL DEFICIT DECREASING.
Nearly $4,000,000 bens for Current
Year Than  for 1900.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3.-If the
amount lost by are, burglary. etc-, Is
added to the ordinary excees of ex-
penditutes over receipts, Mewling ex- '
penditures during the year on ac-
count of previous Boca+ years, the
gross deficit in the postal service dur-
ing theyear 1907 will aggregate $6,-
692.031. The third mei °taint post- ,
master general. A. Lanvehe, Isi his
annual report givee the above figure,
and with it quotes the amounatof the
postai deficit In 1906, which was
$10,516,995.
The third assistant post meeter gen-
eral goes at length into a discussion
of the troubles Which vex publishers
and those who have to do with the
second ease postage rates. A ruling
has been made In ragged to sample
copies of newspapers and perioditals
which, will be put in force in a few
days. It is in effect that the put
lieher shall be allowed to mail sam-
ple copies at the pound rate to a limit
of 10 per cent of his bona fide sub-
scription Ilst.
It is reoommended that the money
,trder syrstem be extended to every
posioffice in the United States. "All
postoffiees traneact registry business).-
eaye Mr. Lawshe. "Why not money
weer business?" The postage of a
bill providing for a form of 1w)hts'i
note whereby EMMA of money lees
than $2.50 may be Peat theoligt the
mail cheaply ie recommended.
THE SUN
Army Life Changed Since Spanish War
"There is one thing about army life
nowadays and sax*. the Spanish war,"
said an old officer recently, according
to a writer in the Army and Navy
Journal. "that seems to be more pa-
thetic than funny. When I went into
the army there used to be company
gardens at every post. There are
none now. I haven't seen one since I
came home from Cuba. .t is barely
possible that somewhere remote from
the more convenient posts, some com-
pany having a prospect of remain..ng
for two or three seasons has had the
courage to keep up the old custom.
and planted and hoed its garden. But
if there is I don't know where that
happy company is. This is one of the
things that go to expiate the 'some-
thing wrong with the army.' The en-
listed man in the old times was fond
of feeh vegetables. Sensible cap-
tains and wise first sergeants got
their heads together and laid out a
good garden. Men were detailed to
plant it and then to hoe it.
feeling ran high on the garden ques-
tion and there were healthful
ries in garden making and tilling.
The fine potatoes, bieluieyeears of
sweet corn, red ripe tomatoes, rever-
berant onions, toothsome peas and
beans, and even watertnellions. and
canteloupes that the boys used to
raise, were fit for the gods on Olympe
us to taste.
"All that Is gone, ea J
o
wl th the
company garden also has gone the
company cow and the officers' cow,
too. There used to be a time when
the veriest shavetall who dared to get
Out on
galore.
married kept a good cow.
the plains there was grass
In some western poets you could keep._
a cow out on public grass nearly
every month in the round year.
When the word came to pull up and
move station there was little trouble
in selling a good cow, either to the
troops who were coming in or to
some nearby settler. In those days
we could live better and cheaper, and
there was solid satisfaction in pro-
ducing that part of the table supplies
Now, with the increase of the army
since the Spanish war, there are too
many officers who came from city life
and are as helpless, as quartermasa
ters and commissaries, as babies in
swaddling clothes.
"The old sergeants are now fewer
and further between. F- ' i met,
1 BACK UP YOUR 
CRAY MATTER WITH COUPON17BONDI
.
and low relative pay give us a rather
lower clams of men in the ranks, and
the old-time zeal in garden work is
gone. Besides, the prospect of going
to Cuba or the Philippines on a
week's notice in midseason, crushes
out all desire to garden. Then, too,
the posts are growing bigger and
there is not so mueti ground avallw
lila A good acre of rich western
land used to provide fresh vegetables
for a company. I remember a re-
markably fine garden my company
had once at Leavenworth. Now there
would have to be forty gardens there,
Our men In the Philippines do not
try to garden. Our vegetables are
delusion there. They start and grew,
but do not produce. It look.; as If
the discouragements had driven
away all desire to get for the comps.
ny mess the good things that we used
to have. Army conditions and fare
would be bettered It we could get
back to the old way of doing things."
punt Arable.
"%pen George Ado wintered in
Egypt." said a Baltimorean, "It
amused hi ma good deal to see the
serious weY in which his fe:ker tour-
ists book their smattering of the
Arabic tongue. They had picked up
al this flirney knoirledge in a week
or two's reading, but they acted as
though it was the precious fruit of a
lifetime's study. At Aremsara a
3on ng woman from St. Jisseph rem-
plained that she could not under-
stand the Arabic of her guide. To
the crowd that encireled her she
pointed out the guide-ea bent old
fellow with a white beard-and she
said bitterly that, after her thoreuvh
study of Arabic, it seemed stra.11,:4
that she and this guide coned not OUP.
verse. From the rear of the crowd
Mr. Ado called gravely: "It's your
own fault, Mies Hodson. You should
have hired a younger guide. Those
tooth:ens old ones all speak gum
Arabic."
"Don't you rejoice in the prosperi-
ty of your country?" asked Mr. Dus-
tin Stax. "Certainly," answered the
man with a suspicious nature. "All
I want is to keep from getting crowd-
ed off the map by you financiers and
treeted as a sort of alien -___wesa.
1.21nodigrais-`iVhat's that you Fey':
;Smithers spirIted away?
'Yee died of delirium tremena.-Ally
Sloper's Half Holiday
•
One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look aa well as tl-ic day they
were received if they are written on
@©UP__CDRUDgMO
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and -get as good a paper as by the old slow method. Yon
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of- other papers
The "feel" 'would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an experiment. Get a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and check up results.
The SUN-Job Office
Both Phones 358.
4
